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Geophysical
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Linecutting & Surveys
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STotal
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S1 09,145.07
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1.0 SUMMARY:

In mid 1999, Eastmain Resources Inc. in joint venture with Quaterra Resources 

Inc. initiated an integrated exploration program on the Abitibi Extension Project, 

North French Group.

As part of a multi-million dollar search for giant ore deposits in the Canadian 

Shield, BHP Minerals flew extensive airborne electromagnetic and magnetic 

surveys over the North French claim group. At least 10 AEM anomalies were 

detected in the property area. In 1998, Eastmain Resources Inc. acquired the 

project from BHP in exchange for a 20Xo NSR. Ground geophysical surveys 

subsequently completed by Eastmain have defined and delineated these 

airborne targets.

From March 28 to April 23, 2001 ( a program of linecutting and geophysical 

surveying was carried out on the North French Group held by Eastmain 

Resources Inc. Exploration Office, RR#1, Orangeville, Ontario L9W 2Y8. The 

objective of the work was to identify and resolve airborne anomalies and to 

delineate new anomalies for possible drill targets. A group of six airborne EM 

anomaly trends and corresponding magnetic responses were followed up on 

the ground with encouraging results. The work was carried out on a section of 

the western extension of the prolific AbHibi Greenstone belt, which is 

prospective for VMS, ultramafic-hosted nickel and lode gold deposits.

The linecutting and geophysical surveying was done by Meegwich Consultants 

Inc. of Temagami, Ontario POH 2HO. Field personnel were David Laronde, 

Real Gauthier, Pierre Coulombe, St&phane Coulolmbe, Yvon Champagne, Hal 

Ouimet, Gilles Champagne and Steve Woodward.

Linecutting: A total of 67.67 km of linecutting was done with lines spaced at 200 

meters on four grids. The lines were cut with chainsaw and considered to be high 

quality. Stations were picketed at 25 meters and aluminium tags were on every other 

picket. There was a total of 67.67 km of magnetometer surveying done and a total 

of26.00kmofHLEM.

Mttfwltb Consultants lac. P.O. Bra 482. TemktMbL PoUrfe FOH 2HO Tel (705) 5W- 29W Fu. (7P5) 5W-M17
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Grid Summary: F-43,44,45 20.7 km

F-42and48 21.6km 

F-38 10.4km 

F-15,16,17 15.0km

total.......................67.67 km

Eastmain completed an extensive compilation and review of the airborne geophysical 

data, geological and structural evaluation of the North French area (Map 1, back 

pocket). Base maps along with interpretations from Stratagex, Laurie Reed and 

Geodatem were digitised and compiled from September 1999 to May 15, 2001.

Geodatem Airborne Consultants were commissioned from November 13, 2000 to 

January 24, 2001, to re-interpret and report on the Geotem airborne survey covering the 

North French Property. One of the primary objectives of the review is to locate 

mineralised zones, similar to the Cu-Zn-Ag VMS base metal deposit in Brouillan Twp., 

Quebec and to the Detour Lake Lode gold deposit, Ontario. This interpretation is 

attached in Appendix IV.

Laurie Reed, Geophysical Consultant completed a review and interpretation of the 

Geotem airborne surveys on September 11, 2000, described in the attached report in 

Appendix V. The exploration program at North French of linecutting, geophysical 

surveys and results was based on interpretations and conclusions from Reed's report.

Stratagex were commissioned in November 1999 to review the Geotem and airborne 

magnetic data covering the Abitibi Extension Project. The results of this work are 

enclosed in Appendix VI along with their interpretation illustrated in figure 5.

Meegwich Consultants Inc. P.O. Boi 482, Temagami, Ontario POH 2HO Td. (705) 569-2904 Fax. (705) 569-2817
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2.0 PROPERTY:

The 4352 hectare (272 units) property consists of a block of 17 contiguous mining 

claims that are found on the claim maps G-1646 Little Kesagami Lake and G-1679 

Upper Kesagami Lake. See Appendix II for list of claim numbers. All claims are held by 

Eastmain Resources Inc., RR#1, Orangeville, ON, L9W2Y8.

3.0 LOCATION AND ACCESS:

The North French Group is located 85 km north-northeast, as the crow flies, of the 

town of Cochrane within the James Bay watershed. The property can be accessed 

by taking the Detour Mine Road 120 km north of Cochrane. At a point 500 meters 

north of Upper Kesagami Lake a new winter logging road heads northwest and winds 

its way 12 km. across the property creating good winter access. The property is in 

the District of Cochrane and the Porcupine Mining Division. NTS: 42 H/8 

and 42 H/9

4.0 GEOLOGY:

The North French claim block is interpreted to be underlain by Archean 

supracrustal rocks of the Superior Province. The area is situated 30 kilometres 

northwest of the Burntbush portion of the Abitibi greenstone belt. The 

aeromagnetic signature of north French is illustrated on the 1:1,000,000 scale 

Shaded Image of Total Magnetic Field of Ontario, East-Central Sheet, Map 2586, 

and is indicative of the underlying Archean volcano-sedimentary stratigraphy.

The central geological focus of the project area is predominated by a 

wishbone-shaped aeromagnetic high. This magnetic unit is interpreted as mafic 

volcanic rocks (Unit 1, Geological Interpretation Map 1, back pocket) enclosed 

within a thick sequence of sedimentary rocks (Unit 3). The mafic volcanic rocks 

are overlain by intermediate to felsic volcanic rocks predominating the 

northeastern quadrant of the map sheet. The volcano-sedimentary rocks have

Meegwich Consultants Inc. P.O. Box 482, Temagami, Ontario POH 2HO TeL (705) 569-2904 Fax. (705) 569-2817
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been intruded by a felsic intrusive stock, which occupies the core of the 

succession. The entire sequence has been crosscut by a north-trending swarm of 

Nipissing diabase dykes.

The northern portion the supracrustal rock assemblage trends northwest 

and dips steeply north whereas the southern limb is aligned from the northeast to 

southwest. Lenses of the mafic volcanic stratigraphy have been bisected by north- 

trending strike-slip faults. The wishbone-shaped magnetic linear may represent a 

large open fold with the hinge facing east.

The principal exploration target consists of two parallel series of airborne 

electromagnetic conductors (AEM) located along the northern limb of the 

magnetic linear. One anomaly coincides with the hinge zone at the eastern end of 

the claim block.

This geological setting best fits a VMS (Volcanic Massive Sulphide) type 

target as at the Timmins and Noranda mining camps. The linear magnetic high 

may also reflect an area prospective for a Musselwhite-type lode gold deposit.

5.0 MAGNETOMETER SURVEY:

A total of 67.67 km (5500 readings) was surveyed on the four grids.

5.1 Instrumentation: A Gem Systems GSM-19 overhauser magnetometer 

serial no. 58479 was used for the survey in mobile mode with the sensor mounted on 

a staff. These units have an accuracy of +I- 17100th of a gamma. Readings were 

taken at 12.5 meter intervals. An EDA Omni IV base station was used to monitor 

and correct for the diurnal variation during the course of the survey. This instrument 

reads to 1/10th of a gamma resolution. The base station cycled at 10 second 

intervals.

5.2 Survey Results: The results are presented in contour format on plans at 

1:5000 scale. Quality control was accomplished by surveying the baseline and then

Meegwich Consultants Inc. P.O. Box 482, Temagami, Ontario POH 2HO TeL (70S) 569-2904 Fax. (705) 569-2817
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comparing the readings at the same station when the cross lines were surveyed. 

This cross-referencing technique confirms good data and checked out well on these 

surveys.

The results are discussed by grid name as follows:

Grid F-43,44,45:

The most obvious feature from the magnetic survey is a 150-200 m wide, linear high 

that trends north to south across the grid and continues off in both directions. The 

intensity of this linear high is 500-600 nT. There are a few subtle highs on the flanks 

with a low centred at 200 W, 1250 N. Toward the southeast section of the grid is an 

indication of a linear trending east-west with only 200 nT values above a background 

of 850 nT. A circular high is noted at the south boundary and a tranquil background 

setting.

Grid F-42,48:

A linear high about 200 meters wide cuts across the grid in an east-west direction 

ending or segmented at 200 W at the baseline. The intensity of this high ranges from 

1000-1450 nT. Another high is partially covered at the southern boundary and also 

in the northeast corner.

A 300-400 meter wide north-south trending low enters the survey area at 1000 W, 

1200 N and runs 1400 meters southward to the baseline. The low is about 100 nT 

below background and may possibly represent background values. 

A narrow, linear, subtle high runs north-south on the west flank of the 

aforementioned low.

Meegwich Consultants Inc. P.O. Box 482, Temagami, Ontario POH 2HO TeL (705) 569- 2904 Fax. (705) 569-2817
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Grid F-38:

An isolated high, more or less south central on the grid, is the main feature from this 

survey. The response is 300 meters in diameter and somewhat oblong. Other 

noteworthy mentions are the south boundary area where a high of 2000 nT is 

situated along the south tieline 1200 S for a distance of 1000 meters. Another high is 

centred at 900 W and 200 S.

Grid F15,16,17:

An intense high protrudes into the survey area from the south on L 1000 W. The 

intensity of 3000 nT above background suggests there could be iron formation or a 

mafic intrusive present. A doughnut shaped high is found further northeast on lines 

O, 200 W, and 400 W. The readings of this feature are in the 300 to 400 nT above 

background range.

The west part of the grid is a low area while the north part appears somewhat 

irregular with a few lows and highs.

6.0 HLEM Survey:

A total of 25.90 km (1040 readings) was surveyed on 3 of the grids. Grids F-38 and 

Grid F 15,16,17 were totally covered while only the north-western part of Grid 42,48 

was covered.

The coil spacing was 250 meters throughout the surveys since it is thought the 

conductors are deeply seated (100 meters). Special attention was given to achieve 

constant coil separation. At each station the front operator would pull the cable tight 

to a 250 meter mark on the cable which removes any slack to maintain a true 

separation.

6.1 Instrumentation: An MMC supported Apex Maxmin l (ser. No. 5306) was 

used for the survey. Three frequencies were read, 220,440, and 1760 Hz,

Meegwich Consultants Inc. P.O. Box 482, Temagami, Ontario POH 2HO TeL (705) 569- 2904 Fax. (705) 569-2817
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measuring the in-phase and quadrature components of the secondary field to a 

resolution of Q.5% of the field.

6.2 Survey Results: The results of the survey are presented in profile form on 

plans at 1:5000 scale. Conductor axis are indicated on the plans.

The survey picked up seven conductors that all trend more or less southeast. These 

anomalies vary in depth and resolution.

Grid f-42, 48:

Conductors A and B enter the survey area from the north-west and seem to be 

truncated on L 1200 W. The north end of the lines could not be surveyed due to the 

open river during spring freshet. Conductor A is a strong conductor and looks 

deeper on L 1600 W.

Conductor B: Somewhat weaker, this anomaly parallels Conductor A and 

represents a deeper conductive zone.

Grid F-38:

Conductor C: A deep response that is apparent on all three frequencies. Seems to

peter out on L 600 W. There is a peculiar response on L 600 W in the form of two

sharp shoulders.

Conductor D: This anomaly again appears deep and may continue to L 200

W.

Grid 15,16,17:

Conductor E: Trends into the survey area on the west side and seems to peter out 

or is faulted and continues as Conductor F. There appears to be some influence of 

conductive overburden judging by the amplitude of the out-of-phase component at 

the south end of L 1200 W.

Meegwich Consultants Inc. P.O. Box 482, Temagami, Ontario POH 2HO TeL (705) 569-2904 Fax. (705) 569-2817
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Conductor F: Found in the southeast corner of the grid, appears deep and may be 

wide or have a shallow dip to the south as seen on L 400 W at the south end. This 

anomaly may continue off the grid to the southeast.

Conductor G: Found on L 1200 W at 1000 S, appears deep at the limits of 

detection, which is approximately 125-150 meters. Not well defined due to 

neighbouring anomaly E.

7.0 Crone Pulse EM Survey:

Crone time domain electromagnetic surveys (Pulse EM) were run from a 

number of large transmitter loops as part of ground follow-up of a number of airborne 

Geotem survey anomalies. The Geotem anomalies were relatively weak and 

considered to have possible deep or weakly conducting bedrock sources. The Crone 

PEM system was chosen as having the best chance of detecting these anomalies. A 

large loop DEEPEM configuration was chosen where the transmitter loop was laid to 

one side of the target anomalies and long receiver traverses were run at right angles 

across the presumed strike direction of the conductors. Vertical axis (Z component) 

and in-line horizontal axis (X) components were measured with 20 time channels.

A total of 24.3 km (400 readings) were surveyed on 4 of the grids. Grids F44 

(Loop 2), F43-45 (Loop 3), F48 (Loop 5) and Grid F 42 (Loop 7) were surveyed with 

the Crone PEM system.

7.1 Instrumentation: The Crone Pulse EM is a fixed loop time domain 

electromagnetic survey. A single turn transmit loop is laid out on surface. The size of 

each loop ranged from 800m x 800m to 1km x 800m. An alternating pulse current is 

transmitted through the loop. The sharp turn-off of this current induces a secondary 

current flow in the surrounding medium. These currents then decay according to the 

conductivity of the medium. The time derivative of this field is measured with a 

receiver coil during the off cycle of the transmitter. By orienting the receiver coil the 

three components of the field can be read; vertical "Z", in-line horizontal "X", and 

cross-line horizontal "Y".

Meegwich Consultants Inc. P.O. Box 482, Temagami, Ontario POH 2HO TeL (705) 569-2904 Fax. (705) 569-2817
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7.2 Survey Results: The results of the survey are presented in profile on 

plans at 1:5000 scale. The Loop configurations are illustrated in figure 3 at 1:50,000 

(back pocket).

Grid F44 f Loop 2) Lines extend every 200 metres from OW to 8W, with 

the loop edge at SOON. A conductor horizon extends from OW at 500N to 8W at 

550N. This conductor is relatively small and weak. The field is dominated by a 

response further away at 950N to 10N. Even here, the source horizon is not very 

conductive, extending in time to channel 9, this response is fairly shallow to top 

and extends from line 2W to line 8W. It appears deeper however at as much as 50 

metres, than the anomaly at SOON.

Grid F43-45 (Loop 3) Lines surveyed here from 16W to 26W show a number 

of conductors in Z and X components. The transmitter edge is at the base line 

(ON) to the south of the target area. The lines extend to 1350N. There is one set of 

conductors (likely one horizon) that extends at 6N from 18W (and possibly 16W) 

to 26W. The response extends into the early mid-time (channel 6 to 7) and is 

broad on the X component. The Z component showing a sharp cross-over 

suggests that the source is shallow. The rapid decay indicates a relatively poorly 

conducting source. There is a more intermittent and less well defined response at 

about 10N that extends across the grid. A better conductivity response is seen 

from lines 18W to 24W, from 12N to 13N. In time it extends at least past channel 

9. It is not well defined, as it is at the ends of the lines, but the source of this 

anomaly may lie deeper below surface at as much as 50 metres.

Meegwich Consultants Inc. P.O. Box 482, Temagami, Ontario POH 2HO Td. (705) 569-2904 Fax. (705) 569-2817
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Grid F48 (Loop 5) Lines extend every 200 metres from OW to 8W. The edge of 

the transmitter loop is at 10N with lines of varying length to as far as ON. A 

conductor horizon extends from line 2W to 8W at from 450N to SOON. Like other 

responses in this area, there is an early time migration out from the transmitter 

loop, but there is a focus at the latest response time that suggests a conductor 

horizon of modest conductivity, The best of these responses is on lines 6W and 

8W..

Grid 42 (Loop 7) The transmitter loop with dimensions of 800 metres by 

800 metres was set at 1100S to the south of the target anomaly. The survey lines 

extended to station O south.. Five survey lines from 2W to 10W were run. Fairly 

large early time, rapidly decaying responses are seen, especially on the vertical, Z 

component. The X, in-line component supports these with broad, less distinct 

responses. A conductor appears at 7S on line 2W through 5S on line 4W to 4S on 

line 6W. There is another smaller response on line 2W at 3S.

8.0 CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS:

There doesn't seem to be any direct association between the HLEM anomalies and 

magnetic features with the exception of Conductor D, which is coincident with an 

isolated magnetic low.

The magnetic survey has outlined both linear features and round features. The 

linear features could be iron formation or ultramafic intrusive while the round features 

are more likely to be ultramafic intrusive. Grid F42 has a few interesting bull's eye 

lows that are similar to prospective kimberlite targets. These are situated on L 400 

W and 800 W in the south part of the grid.

Meegwich Consultants Inc. P.O. Box 482, Temagami, Ontario POH 2HO TeL (705) 569- 2904 Fax. (705) 569-2817
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The HLEM survey picked up seven conductive horizons that are typically short in 

strike length and deep (75-125 meters). In some cases, appear wide also. To be 

detected at depth around 100 meters suggests that the conductors are substantial 

and to be strong at that depth would mean more volume and conductivity for the 

prospective target. Most of the conductors are attractive drill targets for sulphides in 

a volcanic setting. The conductors that are defined well are A and B. The remaining 

targets are probably deeper therefore resolved to a lesser degree. While most 

conductors located are drill targets here A and B would be easiest to intersect.

The Crone PBM survey was successful in defining the Geotem airborne anomalies 

on four grids. The conductors appear to be both broad and deep with a response on 

both the vertical and horizontal components of up to 12 channels.

Recommended follow-up work:

A drilling program is recommended for follow-up work starting with conductors A and 

B. Further definition of the HLEM anomalies by using a 150-metre cable and lines 

spaced at 100 meters may be useful in some instances. A ten-hole diamond-drilling 

program is recommended to test the Geotem anomalies defined on the North French 

property.

Meegwich Consultants Inc. P.O. Box 482, Temagami, Ontario FOB 2HO Td. (705) 569- 2904 Fax. (705) 569-2817
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1979.

3. That my knowledge of the property described herein 
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Dated at Temagami this 11 th day of May 2001.

David Laronde

Meegwich Consultants Lie P.O. Box 482, Tanupni, Ontario POH 2HO Td. (705) 569- 2904 Fax. (705) 569-2817
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and PDA.
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APPENDIX l Instrument specifications
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INSTRUMENT SPECIFICATIONS

MAGNETOMETE
Resolution:

Accuracy:

Range:

Gradient Tolerance:

Operating interval:

Input/Output: 

Power Requirements:

Power Source: 

Battery Charger: 

Operating Ranges:

Storage Temperature: 

Display:

Dimensions:

Resolution: 
Number of Stations: 
Storage:

Terrain Slope Range: 
Sensor Dimensions: 
Sensor Weight:

R 7 GRADIOMETER
0.01 nT (gamma), magnetic field and gradient. 

0.2 nT over operating range. 

20,000 to 120,000 Mi. 

Over 10,000 nT/m

3 seconds minimum, faster optional. Readings initiated from keyboard, 

external trigger, or carriage return via RS-232-C. 

6 pin weatherproof connector, RS-232C, and (optional) analog output. 

12 V, 200 mA peak (during polarization), 30 mA standby. 300mA peak 

in gradiometer mode.

Internal 12V, 2.6 Ah sealed lead-acid battery standard, others op 

tional. An External 12V power source can also be used. 
Input: 110 VAC, 60 Hz. Optional 110/220 VAC, 50/60 Hz. 

Output: dual level charging. 

Temperature: -40 0C to + 60 0C 

Battery Voltage: 10.0 V minimum to 15V maximum. 

Humidity: up to 90'^ relative, non condensing. 
-500Cto-t-65"C

LCD: 240 x 64 pixels, or 8 x 30 characters. Built in heater for opera 

tion below -200C 

Console: 223 x 69 x 240mm. 

Sensor staff: 4 x 450mm sections. 

Sensor: 170 x 71mm dia. 

Weight: Console 2.1kg, Staff 0.9kg, Sensors 1.1 kg each.

VLF
Frequency Range: 
Parameters Measured:

15 -30.0kHz.
Vertical In-phase and Out-of-phase components as percentage of total
field.
2 components of horizontal field.
Absolute amplitude of total field.
Q.1%.
Up to 3 at a time.
Automatic with: time, coordinates, magnetic field/gradient, slope, EM
field, frequency, in- and out-of-phase vertical, and both horizontal
components for each selected station.
O0 - 90" (entered manually).
14 x 15 x 9 cm. (5.5 x 6 x 3 inches).
1.0kg(2.2lb). ____

(IF M IIH .



SPECIFICATIONS

Frequencies:

Modes of 
Operation:

Coil Separations:

Paramaters Read:

Readouts:

Scale Ranges:

Readability:

SS3.444.BBB. 1777 and 3535Hz.

MAX: Transmitter coil plane and re 
ceiver coil plane horizontal 
(Max-coupled; Horizontal-loop 
mode). Used with refer.cable.

M IN: Transmitter coil plane horizon 
tal and receiver coil plane ver 
tical CM in-coupled mode). 
Used with reference cable.

V. L. : Transmitter coil plane verti 
cal and receiver coil plane hori 
zontal (Vertical-loop mode). 
Used without reference 
cable , in parallel lines.

25.5O,1CO.15O.2CaS25Om CMMH) 
or 1OO. 2OO, 3OO. 4OO.6OO and 
8OO ft. CMMHF). 
Coil separations in V.L.mode not re 
stricted to fixed values.

- In-Phase and Quadrature compo 
nents of the secondary field i n 
MAX and M IN modes.

- Tilt-angle of the total field in VL. 
mode .

- Automatic, direct readout on 
SO mm 13.5") edgewise meters 
in MAX and MIN modes. No null 
ing or compensation necessary.

- Tilt angle and null in 9Omm edge 
wise meters in V.L.mode .

In-Phaae: *2OY. .HOO'A by push 
button switch .

Quadrature:  2O V.. tlOOv. by push 
button switch.

Tilt:  75V. slope .
NullCVLJ: Sensitivity adjustable 

by separation switch.

In-Phase snd Quadrature : O.25 '/. 
to 0.5V. ; Tilt: 1V. .

iO.25% to 1V. normally, depending 
on conditions, frequencies ana coil 
separation used .

- 222Hz : 22OAtms
- 444Hz : 2OOAtm2
- BSBHz : 12OAtm2
- 1777 Hz : BO Atm2
-3555 Hz : SOAtrn2

9V trans, rsdio type batteries (*3). 
Life: approx. 35hrs. continuous du 
ty (alkaline, 0.5 Ah 3, less in cold 
weather.

12V B Ah Gel- type rechargeable 
battery. (Charger supplied).

Light weight 2-conductor teflon 
cable for minimum friction. Unshield 
ed. All reference cables optional 
at extra cost. Please specify.

Built-in intercom system for 
voice communication between re 
ceiver and transmitter operators 
in MAX and MIN modes, via re 
ference cable .

Built-in signal and reference warn 
ing lights to indicate erroneous 
readings .

6kg (13 Ibs.) ., -' 

13kg (SSIbs.J

Typically BO kg C135lbs.3, depend 
ing on quantities of 'reference 
cable and batteries included. 
Shipped in two fieic/snipp.ng cases .

Specifications eubjecc Co cnange without o o 1 ' 1 .c ac. on
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CRONE PULSE EM SYSTEM

SYSTEM DESCRIPTION

! The Crone Pulse EM system is a time domain olecrrom*en*rtir. method (TDEM) that utilizes an
: alternating pulsed primary current with a controlled shut-off and measures the rate of decay of the induced

secondary field across a series of time windows during the off-tune. The system uses a transmit loop of
any size or shape. A portable power source leeds a transmitter which provides s prcwib*cuf i em waveform
through the toop. The receiver apparatus is moved along surface lines or down boreholes.

Thft transmitter cycle consist* of slowly increasing the currcait over a few milliseconds, a constant
current, abrupt linear termination of the current, and finally zero current for a selected length of time in
milliseconds. The EMF created by the shutting-off of the current induces eddy currents in nearby

. . . . conductive material thus setting-up a secondary uiayuttk field When the primary field is terminated, tfait
i magnetic field will decay with time, the amplitude of the secondary field and Ae decay rate are

. . dependent on the quality and size of the conductor. The receiver, which is synchronized to the off-time of 
, , . V the transmitter, measures this transient magnetic field where it cuts the surface coil or borehole probe. 
\ : . These readings are aacss fixed time windows or "channels".

SYSTEM TERMINOLOGY

. . . . . ..
"Ramp, time" refers to the controlled shut-off of the transmitter curreut Three ramp, times .are 

. selectable by me operator; 0.5ms, l .Oms, and l .5ms. By controlling the shut-off rather than having h 
depend on the loop tiw and. current ensures that the same waveform Is maintained for different loops so 
dats can be properly compared :. .,. . ^

The 1.5ms ramp is the normally used setting for good conductors. It keeps the early channel 
. responses on scale and decreases (lie clianoo of overload. The foster romp time* of l.Oma and O.Sroe will 
enhance the early time respon*w: This can be useful for weak conductors whim data from the higher end 
of me frequency spectrum is desired.

TimeBaae '' ' ; ' ' '- - .- " ; ; "; ' ' -' '? "~ ' ' ' ' - 
"'"" " Time bwU the IOTJ& of time the tnmsmitt^

equals m* on time of the current Eight time bases are selectable by the operator. They include the original
; titric bases used in- the analog system as woll as dme bases to eliminate the eBEects of powerline

interference. The eight time bases are as follows: compatible, to analog Kx: i 0.89ms, 21.79ms; 60hz
powerline -noise reduction: 8.33ms, 16.66ms, b 33.33rns; SOhz powerline noise reduction: 10.00ms,

••.•'.•M - 20,00ms, A40JX)ms . . ...'..' ..--. - .'. ,-i; -. . . ... . . .
: - Since readings are taken during the off cycles, the time base will have an effect on the receiver 

; channels. Normally, a standard time base is selected for. the type of system and survey being used, but this 
can be Changed to suit a particular situation. A longer time base is preftrrtxl Ibr uouUucioi 6 of greater time 
constants, and in surveys such as resistive smmdings vyheremcje channels sxe o^sired.

Zero Tbm Set -,: ••.' ; ,. ;..,-.. . ,. ,. , ,-.,.-;.vr-,.. . .-... ..,. ., ^... .-,. . -.., . . ... .. -. . ,.-: ,-
. . t Tjie term, "zero time set" or "ZTS'| refers to th^ ̂ startrag point for the receiver channel 

measurements. It is manually sci uu Uus i ccelvcr by the operator thus allowing adjustment* for th* ramp 
. . . . tones arid fine tuning for any fluofaations in the transmitter signal. ~

Crone Puke EM System Description J
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Receiver Channeb
Tlie rate of decay of the secondary field is measured across fixed time windows which occupy 

most of the off-time of the transmitter. These time windows are referred to as "channels". These 
uhumeb ve uumbetcd ia sequence with "l" being the earliest. The analog and datalogger receivers 
measured eight fixed channels. The digital receiver, being under software control, offers more flexibility 
in the channel positioning, channel width, and number of channels.

FF Channel
The PBM system monitor* the primary field by taking a measurement during the current ramp 

and storing this information in a "PP channel". This means that data can be prevented in either 
normalized or unnormalized formate, and additional information is available during interpretation. The 
PP channel data can provide useful diagnostic information and helps avoid critical errors in field polarity.

Since the PBM system measures the secondary field in the absence of the primary field, the 
receiver must be in "sync" with the transmitter to read during the off-time. There are three 
synchronisation methods available: cable connection, radio leMncUy, aod crystal dock. Thi* flexibility 

, enhances the operational capabilities of the system.

SURVEY METHODS

The wide frequency spectrum of data produced by a Pulse EM survey can be used to provide
. . . ftruetund geological information at well M the direct detection of conductive or. conductive associated ore

deposits. .The various types of survey. methods, from surface and borehole, have greatly improved .the
chances of success in deep exploration programs. There are eight basic profiling methods as well as a
resistivity sounding mode.

' - ••••. - ' - - , -. , -. . . . - . -
A small, multi-turn transmitter loop (13.7m diameter) is moved for each reading while the 

receiver remains a fixed distance away. This method is ideal for quick reconnaissance in areas of high 
. background uuuduuLlvUy. .

Moving Loop
Same as Moving Coil method, but winVa larger transmit loop (100 to 300 meters square): This 

method provides deeper penetration m areas of high background conductivity, and works best for 
noar-vcxtkftl Conductors. This method COB b* used hi conjunction with the Moving In-temp survey for 
increased sensitivity to horizontal eondttctors.

Moving In-Loop
. A transmit loop of size 100 to 300 meters square is moved for each reading while the receiver 

. remains at th* crater of the loop This method 'provides deep penetration in areas of very high 
background conductivity, and works best for near-horittntal con^ 
wim me Roving Loop survey.

. . ... .
A very larue, stationary transmit loop, (800m. square or more) la used, and survey lines are run 

inside the .•loop, this mode Prides very deep Spenefratipn (70ftn or more) and couples best whh shallow 
din conductors (^5 degr) under the loop, .

Crone Pulse EM Systtm Ducriptlon 2
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Detpem . : . . . . 
' A large, stationary transmit loop is used, and survey lines are mn outside the loop. This mode

provides very deep penetration, and couples best with steeply dipping conductors (MS deg.) outside the
loop.

Borehole (Z Component only)
Isolated Borehole: A drill hole is surveyed by towering a probe down a hole and surveying it with 

a number of transmit loops laid out on surface. The data from multiple loops gives directional information 
on the conductors.

Multiple Boreholes: One large transmit loop is used to survey a Dumber of closely spaced holes. 
The change in anomaly from hole to hole provides directional information. 
These methods have detected conductors to depths of 2500m from surface and up to 200m from ilw uule.

Drill holes art surveyed with boft* the Z and the XY borehole probes. The X and Y components 
provide accurate direction information using just one transmit loop.

Since the probe rotates BS it moves Uuwu Ilw hole a correction is required for the X-Y data. This 
; is accomplished in one of two ways. The standard approach is to use the measurement of the primary field 

from the *PP" channel, apply a "deariinft* algorithm to remove most of the secondary field contamination, 
and compere this to theoretical values. The amount of probe rotation is then calculated, and the correction 
can be made. The second method involves the use of an optional orientation device for the X-Y probe 

. . whiuh is pruduusd in co-operation with IFO Corp. This attoofcmmt usw dipmttcrc to calculate the probe 
.1 ..-, . . rotation. . . . . .^ . . . . ... ...

Uodf rgronul Borehole
Underground driU holes can be su^ 

one or more transmit loopa on the surface. Near-horizontal holes can b* surveyed using a push-rod system.

RushlUily Soandiap
By reading a large number of channels in the centre of a transmit loop it i* possible to perform a 

decay curvet analysis giving a best-fit layer earth model using programs such as ARRTI or TEMIX.

.EQUIPMENT. . ,,.. Y.." " ,... ;. .'.YY .. '.. . Y Y Y

TraumitLoop* . - ..-. . , - - .. . - . -.,. ,. : r-,.- . -; ..' . . . . v... ....^ . ., ,. . ,. . . ,
. The PBM system con operate; with practically any tir* nf transmit loop, from a multi-turn 

circular loop 13.7m in diameter, tp.a l or 2 turn loop of any shape up to l or 2 kilometers square using 
stoclard insulated coppw wire of 10 or 12 gauge. The niultt-tuiri 16^ is made m two sections with screw

; coimectors. the iO or 12 gauge loop wire comes OD spools in either 300m or 400m lenydis. Hie spools 
can be mounted on packframe.winders fir laying out or retrieving.

Power Supply . ... ..-.•-,./.... . ... . : ,,. ',. . --. , .
. The PBM. system oormally operates with an input voltage from 24v to 12Qv. Modifications have 

recently'.'been madei.to increase the pewi* to1240 vult*. TUc mBAimmw curreot b still 20 wnp*. For low 
power surveys a 20ainpyhr 24v battery can be used. The power supply requires a motor generator and a 
wltege regulator to^^controLand filter the input voltt(ge to Uie transmitter;

SpectflcaDVmsrPXM Motor Generator ,. .
-4.3hp Wisamaiu,(2kw)- 11 hpillonda(4kw);4 eyot*origin*
-belt drive to D.C. alternator ••••••••' •~-
-cable output to regulator i

,. ' Crone Pulse EM Systtt* Description J
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-tna^mumoutput;120v,20amp(2kw);240v) 20amp(4kw)
- fuse type overload protection
-steel •frame
- external gas tank
- unit weight: 33kg (2 kw); 52kg (4 Jew)
- optional packframe
- wooden shipping box
- shipping weight: 47kg (2 kw); 80kg (4 kw)

Specificatiou: PBM Variable Voltage Regulator
- selectable voltage between 24v and 120v or 48 v and 240v
- 20amp maximum current
- feie and internal circuit breaker protection
- cable connexions tn motor generator and transmitter
-anodized aluminum case
-unitweight lOkg;shippingweight Hkg
- padded wooden .shipping box

Transmitter
The transmitter controls the bi-polai on-off waveform and linear current shut-off ramp. The latest 

2000w PBM Transmitter has the following specifications:

Spccttkaiioa*:PEMTraiuntittM' . 
-' - time bases: 10.89ms, 21.79ms, 8.Sims, 16.66ms, 33.33ms, 10ms, 20ms, 30ms 

. ,., - ramp time*: 0.3ms, V-Oms, 1.5ms . . ."
.- output current: Samp to 20amp
- monitors for input voltage, output current, shut-off ramp, tx loop continuity, instrument temperature,

and overload output current 
' JHrturoaliC'sljul-offfofl:ojjch loop, Ugh instrument temperature* and overload
-fiise and circuit breaker overload protection 
V uVee sync modes: l)buih-in radio and antenna

2) table sync output for direct wire link to receiver or remote radio
3) connectors for die crystal clock

- anodized aluminum case . . . .
- optional packframe
-unit weight 12.5kg; shipping-weight 22kg .
- padded wooden, shipping box ., . .,. . .

.,.' '.,'.' ; . Thereceiveremea^
types of receivers are available with the PBM system: Analog Rx, Datalogger Rx, and Digital Rx The 
Analog Rx and DttUlogger R* lead cijhtf fixed^ time channels whil* th* Digital Rx, und*r ioftw*r* 
control/offers a variety of channel configurations. The Digital Rx has been used in the field for contract 

• ; ' ' ''siirveys"sincel987. .' - .. .' .; . -. -- .,- - - .-. ' ;--. .

Spedfication*: Digital PEMKccelvcr
- opcrBtmg tomperatur* -lOaC t* 50'C
- optional packframe . .
-unit weight l Skg; shipping weight 25.5kg
- padded wooden shipping box

Cront Pulst EM Syittni Dtxcriptttin 4
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Menu driven operating software system offering the following function*:
- uuitttofe dunne) position*, channel widths, and numbv of channel*
" time bases; 10.89ms, 21,79ms, 8.88m*, I6,66ms* 33.33ms, 10ms, 20ms, and 30ms
- ramp time selection .
- sample stacking from 512 to 65536

. 'Scrolling routines for viewing data . . 
. - graphic display of decay curve and profi le with various plotting options 

.- routines for memory management
- control of data transmission
- provides information OD instrument and operating status

Syne Kqinpoent ''' ' ; ' ' ' - - ' - -
There are three mode* of synchronization available; radio, cable, and crystal dock. The radio

-ync signal can be transmitted through ft booster antenna from either the PBM Transmitter internal radio 
or through a Remote Radio. .

Specifications: Syac Cabte
. 2 conductor, 24awg, Teflon coated . , . 

- - approx. 900m per slum inum spool with connectors .

Specfficatfoso: Remote Radio .-.;.,,.,' , . ... : , ..
. 

^12v rechargeable gel,
-fuse protection - ..'.,... 
.-.sync wire link tntrRn,ronitter . 
r coaxial link to bqostcr antenna
- anodisBd aiuminnm case ; ' '-unit weight 2.7kg''/- •••-' -

SpedficatioMrBooitw Antenna
-Jm, 4 soction. aluminum mast 

:-.' -- . - guide rope support

-range up to 2km ,. -. .. . -.. ,. . . .. ..,. . .
-coaxial connection to transmitter or reniote radio

; .24vrechargeaWegei cell battery supply
-anodized aluminum case

! ; . rv irnit^^can be separate or housed in thereceiver 
; ^ -outlet for external supplementoy battery, supply .

Surface PEMJlecetve Cod -. •..••.•.••.-...- .. - .. . ... •.•••.,:. ,.., .-.:... ; . . .. .
; . - The Surftce PEM Raoeiye Coil picks-.up the EM field tp be measured by the receivar. The coil is 

mounted on a tripod that can be posidpned to take readings of any component of the field.

Cront Pulst EMSytltm Dtteriptio* 5
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."•'•••••v. - - ferrite cm1; antenna '-- ••-...••.':.- - -': .•••~- . . . . -. . . . -. . . . ..
•'• :- ' . --VLF fitar - - ,. . ' ' '. . . 

.-i -lOkfaz bandwidth .
•two 9v transistor battery supply
•tripod adjustable to all planes
- unit weight 4.5ke: shqjpina weij?ht 13.5kg
- padded wooden shipping box

Borehole PBM Z Component Probe
- ; Hie Z component probe measures the axial component of the EM. field. The Z component data is 

, . not affected by probe rotation so no correction are required,

ferrite
- dimisnsiofls: length' 1.6m;dia -3.02cm (3.15cm for high pressure tested probes)
-internal rechargeable ni-cad battery supply .
-replaceable heat shrink tubing fir abrasion protection
- pnss8ure:tested for depths 1300m, lOOOoi, and 2900m

*kirnmiiTTi tuhe ,' ;: '' . '"- ' '

The XY probe measures two othe^ 
the hole. Correction for probe rotation can be achieved by two methods. The standard approach is to use 
tb* measurement of the primary field from the TPK channel, apply a "dieaoing" algorithm to remove most 
of me secondary field! contamination, aiid compare this tp theoretical value*. The amount of probe rotation 
is UtWiUlcuUtod, and the corrcctiob icon bc mod*.Tho seoond method involv** the nw (if an optional 
orientation device for tte X-Y pi^^

^
- diminpiodSi Itnglb -2.6 1m; dla- 3.02em .- intejiiHii rechargeable ni^^batt^s^ .-.. ... . , .. ; ... , . . . ... . . .. . ,.
-selectkmofXorVsoilsbymeansbfoswitch^b^'' ' ' ' '

replaceable heat shrink tubing fw abrasion protectido
~''" "'

Orttntatim Device -• : '^-^.^-.^-..'^-;....^.,-,.. -•.•,;,. , .;.,- .v'.;-..... ; ,. ; ,.,.. . . ,, ; ;..:. :/, ,.,.., .,.. .
, : v The orientation device U an optional ettachmwt for the XV probe which measures Ae rotation of 

. ^. ;: the probe using two dipineters. , ..,:,- ..-••' ....., -. . .... - . ..'. .- . - ' .'. . ..'. ;

- Specfflcaiticnu: Orkatatira D^vtc*
,... K . r -2.8xistiksensors : . . , 

. : - sensitivity+A 0.1 deg.

Crone Ptttn EM System Dttcription 6
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..•.-.•.. . -operating range -89.5 to -J O.deg. .... . . , ; ;

- - dimensions: lenicth -0.94m: dia - 28.5cm 
• packaged in padded cover and aluminum tube

- -shipped in padded wooden box; total shipping weight llkg

Boitbok Equipment
To lower : the probe down a drill hole requires 1 1 cable arid spool, winch assembly frame and cable 

counter. Borehole surveys also require equipment to "dummy probe" the hole before doing the survey.

: Dor*bolc Cable
- two cODCUCtor shielded cable 

fcevlar strengthened - --1 ..- -. --- -. /.. - : . .. -- 
Iengtb4 we avHilable. up to 2MOm on three sizes of spools. 
shipped iih wooden box . . ' '".' ' ' ' . .

Specfticationi: SUpRiag ' ' " ' "'' ' ' ' " "''' ' ' ' ' -'
' - attaches to side of borehole cable spool providing a connection to the receiver wliile allowing th* spool to 

'. "' ' turn'. - ;' ' " ' ' - . - . - .- - -. - . . 
; "' -Vlf filter - - ' ' ' ;- - -' - " -. ' - ' '. ' - .' - - - -- ' . -- -. .-' -

- '- ••'' -pure gil verwwtocf: - - :. -, . -.. ... .. - - . : . - - . . .. .. . - . . -.

Ss^^^tr^^ '' '' '' '

chaiii driven, 3 speed gear ; '6ox ' 
Hand at 'optional power wihdibg"' ' ' ''" '

Counter
" i1 -; : : '- -: v '-tfttiid&tothe^Vhole^^ - ^ ; LW -' 
; ' ••'••- ''- '* iwlibniWd in m*Ur*'-.'.,- '- •-••-'- . -. - .- ;.,-:-. 

;.:-- -.shippedin wooden box: total weight 13kg

SpMH^tio^ipon^^bea^CabU ' ;.V'""^'.^^r.'',:'*^!f^.V^'wp*''""r'rv!..' ~' ; '~.
' ikiias;; as'' :^^o;te''ijBi[)be;';' ! p'';-' : . 

dummy cable
- st*e1 dummy c^e on iliiriifcum spool
- 6ible|QouiVl*unbw^ivleCWu* '"-' : ' -'
- vartoui lengthsi to 2600m ott3 ipobl siies.

Crone Puke EM System Dttcnptton 7
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APPENDIX II List of Claims

Claim # 

1226155

1226158

1226159

1226177

1226161

1225963

1226156

1226157

1226160

1226178

1225962

1225960

1226163

1225961

1225959

1226162

1226164

# of Units 

16 

16 

16 

16 

16 

16 

16 

16 

16 

16 

16 

16 

16 

16 

16 

16 

16

Area 

Little Kesagami Lake
tin

un

tin

an

lin

li n

u n

un

Upper Kesagami Lake
llll

un

un

un

17 claims total......272 units total area..........4,352 Ha.

Meegwich Consultants Inc. P.O. Box 482, Temagami, Ontario POH 2HO Td. (705) 569- 2904 Fax. (705) 569-2817
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APPENDIX III Crone Pulse EM Survey Profiles
Grid F44 (Looo 2)
Line 000 W Crone PEM Profile
Line 000 W Crone PEM Profile
Line 200 W Crone PEM Profile
Line 200 W Crone PEM Profile
Line 400 W Crone PEM Profile
Line 400 W Crone PEM Profile
Line 600 W Crone PEM Profile
Line 600 W Crone PEM Profile
Line 800 W Crone PEM Profile
Line 800 W Crone PEM Profile
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APPENDIX IV

Interpretation of Geotem EM Data from the Abitibi Extension Properties 
- North French Block
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SUMMARY

The Abitibi Extention Project is comprised of 24,192 hectares, and is located in northeastern 
Ontario immediately west of the Abitibi Greenstone Belt and adjacent to the Detour Lake gold 
deposit.

In 1995, BHP Minerals initiated a regional exploration program based on airborne magnetic 
survey data and concluded that the metal-endowed Abitibi Greenstone Belt extended beneath the 
thick glacial clay deposits of Northern Ontario. In addition, the ore discovery potential of the 
region was further enhanced by the absence of competitors, making it possible to acquire large 
land positions at relatively low costs; and advances in technology which offered the potential to 
"see through" the thick clay cover using more powerful multi-coil EM systems.

l During the period from September 26 to October 21,1996, a combined airborne GEOTEM
l electromagnetic and magnetic survey was flown for Eastmain Resources Inc. by GEOTERREX-
I DIGHEM LIMITED. In all, 3775 line kilometres of survey were flown over four areas covering
i the western extention of the Abitibi Greenstone Belt, in northeastern Ontario.
^

Quaterra Resources Inc. has acquired an option to acquire a SO/% interest in the Abitibi Extention 
Project in exchange for funding over four years. Eastmain Resources, Quaterra's joint venture 
partner, will be acting as the project operator. The project covers the unexplored northwestern 
extention of the famous Abitibi Greenstone Belt which has accounted for past production in 
excess of 170 million ounces of gold, 625 million ounces of silver, nine million tonnes of copper 
and 19 million tonnes of zinc, at an estimated value of S85 billion.

The project offers Quaterra exposure to potentially world class gold, VMS and ultramafic-hosted 
copper-nickel deposits in what appears to be the extention of one of the world's best mineralized 
greenstone belts.

Tom Patton of Quaterra Resources Inc. commissioned a request for the re-interpretation and report 
of this airborne EM and magnetic data on November 13,2000. This report details the re- 
interpretation over each of the blocks flown, including the Chabbie Lake Block, the North French 
Block, the Kesagami Block and the Nett River Block.

One of the primary objectives of this re-interpretation is to locate mineralized zones, which will be 
. similar to Selco's Brouillan Twp., Quebec Cu-Zn VMS deposit. Of importance in the area 

therefore, will be volcanogenic massive sulphides within felsic-mafic volcanic stratigraphy. Other 
types of mineralized targets being pursued in the area will also be sulphide-bearing zones, such as 
Placer Domes's Detour precious metal deposit in northeastern Ontario and Phelp Dodge's VMS 
deposit near Grasset Lake, Quebec, where a potential economic base metal deposit exists.



In addition to the direct detection of conductors, which may reflect massive metallic sulphides, the 
electromagnetic and magnetic responses mapped can yield important structural, textural and 
compositional information, which will be useful in most exploration applications.

In reference to the electromagnetic data, the writer paid particular attention to both strong and 
weak EM responses that may reflect moderate or steeply dipping conductors associated with VMS 
zones, but also to poorly mineralized zones that may reflect disseminated sulphides within a gold- 
bearing deformation zone.

Based on the magnetic data from both the regional magnetic survey of BHP Minerals and the 
detailed GEOTEM/Magnetic survey of East main Resources, ground reconnaissance surveys are 
recommended for a few areas, that are interpreted as having the potential for kimberlites. This is 
based on their near circular magnetic features (highs) and their location near diabase dikes 
(although they don't have to be).

Chabbie Lake Block

,. The Chabbie Lake Block is 30 kilometres west-northwest of the gold and base metal deposits 
i found at Casa Berardi, Quebec. The targets are a moderate electromagnetic conductor located at 
•;, the southern edge of a 7.5 kilometre long elliptical magnetic high, and two stronger conductors 
: near the eastern edge of the survey area. The latter two conductors are considered priority targets.

There is also a 200 metre diameter near circular magnetic anomaly in the west central region of
the survey area, which may be associated with a kimberlite pipe.

f North French Block'l 
^ These claims cover a wishbone-shaped magnetic anomaly located ten kilometres west of the
4 Detour Lake mine road. The hinge of the North French magnetic anomaly is interpreted as a felsic
^ extrusive complex, representing a volcanic centre. Several conductive zones coinciding with the
' hinge zone have been detected on the property and are particularly favourable for VMS copper-
y: zinc massive sulphide deposits. There are a number of other top priority targets that exhibit strong
l conductivity, that will warrant further investigation. Four areas have been outlined as potential
•- kimberlite pipes with two located near diabase dikes. These two zones are recommended for
f further work.

- Kesagami Block

The Kesagami claims cover an east-west trending regional ultra-low magnetic anomaly. This 1600 
' metre-wide magnetic low outlines a regional structural deformation zone, which extends from the 

past producing Detour Lake gold mine west to the Kapuskasing High. This regional deformation 
zone is comparable in size and extent to the Porcupine

Destor and Cadillac Larder Lake "breaks" which are important components of the major gold 
mining camps of the Abitibi Greenstone Belt. Several deep-seated airborne electromagnetic 
conductors have been detected within this regional magnetic low. The geophysical survey data 
indicate that the source depth of these conductors is up to 100 metres. There are several bedrock 
conductors exhibiting short strike lengths, which are typical of and are considered high priority



targets for VMS mineralization. Deep penetrating surface EM surveys should be planned to define 
these targets.

Nett River Block

The claim group covers a 27-kilometre strike length of prospective Archean greenstone terrain for 
which provincial records show scant exploration activity in the past. Ground geophysics 
completed to date (magnetic and horizontal loop EM) on the Nett River Block matches in detail 
with that of the Geoterrex/Dighem airborne survey data and confirms the presence of strong 
anomalies prospective for base and precious metal mineralization.

The Nett River claims are enhanced by the following geophysical features as interpreted from 
government and company proprietary geophysical data:

- A regional gravity high is situated in the centre of the claim block and is surrounded by six 
isolated airborne EM conductors. Similar gravity highs reflect large VMS deposits in other 
base metal mining districts in Ontario and Quebec.

- A major volcanic centre dominated by felsic volcanic rocks underlies the eastern end of the 
claim block. Several isolated untested airborne EM anomalies have been identified in this area.

- A folded magnetic and electromagnetic anomalous zone 7.5 kilometres long has been 
interpreted as iron formation. A similar folded structure marks Placer Dome's multi-million 
ounce Musselwhite gold mine in northern Ontario.

- Two large circular magnetic anomalies with associated with strong airborne EM conductors
along their margins are interpreted as ultramafic intrusions and represent excellent targets for 

; massive nickel sulphide deposits.

f The re-interpretation of the GEOTEM EM data has revealed several new zones, which exhibit 
^ characteristics of VMS style conductors ie. short, isolated with moderate to strong conductivity. In 

some cases, there is no magnetic association eg. Kidd Creek.

:; There are a few localities, particularly towards the east, where the magnetics indicate the potential 
; for kimberlite pipes. They are generally located near north-south trending diabase dikes.

y On the basis of the results of this re-interpretation program, ground follow-up work is 
recommended for several of the selected targets within each block, as outlined by the 
writer on the Interpretation Map Overlay. It is felt most of these targets will be of primary interest 
for their VMS Cu-Zn potential, although precious metals, Ni-Cu-PGE mineralization and 
diamondiferous kimberlites will also be of interest. There is generally a thin, sometimes thick 

* layer of overburden material, with low to moderate conductivity, over some regions of each of the 
survey areas. However, it was not considered to be a major obstacle to the penetrating ability of 
the high powered GEOTEM EM system to detect bedrock conductors.

The writer has given brief comments on all selected conductors within each of the blocks and it is 
within Section V of this report where one will establish the importance of each target. There is no 
question of the existence of bedrock conductors. It will be a matter of using all resources, 
including ground geophysics, till sampling, compilation of a pseudo-geological map and diamond 
drilling, that will lead to an exciting on-going exploration program.



INTRODUCTION

During the period from September 26 to October 21,1996, a combined airborne GEOTEM 
electromagnetic and magnetic survey was flown for Eastmain Resources Inc. by GEOTERREX- 
DIGHEM LIMITED. In all, 3775 line kilometres of survey were flown over four areas covering 
the western extention of the Abitibi Greenstone Belt, in northeastern Ontario.

In addition to the direct detection of conductors, which may reflect massive metallic sulphides, the 
electromagnetic and magnetic responses mapped can yield important structural, textural and 
compositional information, which will be useful in most exploration applications.

A suite of preliminary products consisting of a combined flight path and GEOTEM 
Electromagnetic anomaly map, and a total magnetic field contour map were delivered to Eastmain 
Resources Inc. in October of 1996.

The final data were compiled and processed in Ottawa by Geoterrex-Dighem and are presented as 
a flight path map, a GEOTEM electromagnetic anomaly map, a total magnetic field contour map, 
an EM time decay constant contour map, an apparent conductivity contour map, multi-parameter 
profiles and a digital archive.

This report details the re-interpretation of the data for Quaterra Resources Inc. over each of the 
blocks of ground flown (Figure 1).

The request for the re-interpretation of this airborne data was commissioned by Tom Patton of 
Quaterra Resources Inc. on November 13,2000.

One of the primary objectives of this re-interpretation is to locate mineralized zones, which will be 
similar to Selco's Brouillan Twp., Quebec Cu-Zn VMS deposit. Of importance in the area 
therefore, will be volcanogenic massive sulphides within felsic-mafic volcanic stratigraphy. Other 
types of mineralized targets being pursued in the area will also be sulphide-bearing zones, such as 
Placer Dome's Detour precious metal deposit in northeastern Ontario and Phelps Dodge's VMS 
deposit near Grasset Lake, Quebec, where a potential economic base metal deposit exists.

In reference to the electromagnetic data, the writer will pay particular attention to both strong and 
weak EM responses that may reflect moderate or steeply dipping conductors associated with VMS 
zones, but also to poorly mineralized zones that may reflect disseminated sulphides within a gold- 
bearing deformation zone.

If bedrock related, some of the poor EM responses may be associated with conductors with a high 
sphalerite content. Short, isolated, flanking conductors parallel to graphitic horizons will also be 
of interest.

A total of 3775 line kilometres of the recorded data were re-interpreted, which includes flight lines 
and tie lines.



GENERAL

Flown for: Eastmain Resources Inc.
Flown by: Geoterrex-Dighem, division of CGG Canada Ltd.
Area: Abitibi Region, Northern Ontario
System: Airborne Magnetic and Electromagnetic (GEOTEM IE) System
Date: September 26th through October 21*, 1996

II. SURVEY OPERATIONS

(a) Location and Access of Survey:
The survey area is located in Northern Ontario, north from the town of Cochrane. It is bounded by 
latitudes 49030TST to SO^ON and longitudes 780W and 81 030*W.

i-

The southern part of the map-area is easily accessible by the Abitibi Power and Paper Company 
Limited's trans-limit road and auxiliary haulage roads. The trans-limit road connects with 
Highway 652 from Cochrane, 93 km to the west and directly with the mill in Iroquois Falls 95 km 
away. La Sarre, Quebec is 63 km east via the trans-limit road connecting with the highway 
through St. Lambert Desmeloizes, Quebec.

The northern part of the map-area can be reached by float-equipped aircraft and helicopters from 
Timmins and float-equipped aircraft from both Cochrane, Ontario and La Sarre, Quebec. From 
Cochrane and La Sarre it is 134 km and 13 1 km respectively to Detour Lake. From Detour Lake to 
Timmins it is 200 km.

(b) Survey Coverage:
Line and tie-line direction, and spacing as well as size of each block flown, are shown in Table 1. 
A total of 3775 kilometres of data were collected.

Table 1

AREA

Nett River

Kesagami

North French

Chabbie

LINE DIR.

0300

0300

0300

0450

LINE 
SPACING

250m

250m

250m

250m

T-LINE 
DIR.

1200

1000

1200

1350

T-LINE 
SPACING

5000m

n/a

5000m

n/a

SIZE

1430km

1086km

850km

294km
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Lake
McAlpine OOO0 13.5km none n/a 30km
River
Test Block 0450 100m none n/a 85km

The McAlpine River and Test Block areas are not presented here. 

(c) Survey Parameters

1. platform: Aircraft: C AS AC-212 STOL twin engine
Survey speed: 120 knots (approximately 62 m/s)
Flying height: Nominal terrain clearance of 120 m.

2. GEOTEM system:

The electromagnetic GEOTEM dual-coil system was used for this survey. 
Transmitter: vertical axis loop of 232 m3,

Number of turns: 3,
Nominal height above ground of 120 metres.

Receiver: horizontal and vertical axis coils (x and z) with a final 
recording rate of 4 samples/second, for the recording 
of 20 channels of x and z-coil data. Nominal height 
above ground of 70 metres.

Base frequency: 90 Hz (production areas) 

Pulse width: 2082 us 

Pulse delay: 130.2 us 

Off time: 3343 jis 

Point value: 43.4 us

Transmitter: Current of 935 amperes,
Dipole moment of 6.5 x 10(5) Am2

Receiver: Window mean delay times in microseconds from the 
end of the pulse:

channel l: -1970 channel 11: 608 
channel 2: -1585 channel 12: 739



channel 3: -9765 channel 13: 890
channeU: -3685 channel 14: 1064
channel5: 174 channel 15: 1258
channel 6: 217 channel 16: 1498
channel?: 261 channel 17: 1780
channel 8: 326 channel 18: 2127
channel 9: 413 channel 19: 2540
channel 10: 500 channel 20: 3060

Base frequency: 30 Hz. (test area, tie lines 1001,1002,2001,3001- 3003,4002) 

Pulse width: 4164ns

Pulse delay: 130.2 us 

Off-time: 12503 us 

Point value: 130.2 us

Transmitter: Current of 935 amperes
Dipole moment of 6.5 x 10(5) Am2

Receiver: Window mean delay times in microseconds from the 
end of the pulse:

channel l: -3971 channel 11: 1692
channel 2: -3190 channel 12: 2148
channel 3: -1888 channel 13: 2734
channel 4: -586 channel 14: 3450
channel5: 260 channel 15: 4297
channel 6: 390 channel 16: 5273
channel 7: 520 channel 17: 6380
channel 8: 716 channel 18: 7747
channel 9: 976 channel 19: 9439
channel 10: 1302 channel 20: 11393

3. Magnetometer

Type: Cesium vapour, towed-bird installation 

Sensitivity: 0.01 nT 

Sample rate: 10 samples/sec 

Height above ground: 75 metres



^v
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4. Navigation equipment

OPS receiver: Sercel NR103 10-channel receiver, linked to 
the Omnistar real-time differential network.

Video camera: Panasonic VHS

5. Acquisition System
GEODAS system developed by Geoterrex-Dighem, DOS 486 based, recording to 
disk and transferred to the field processing system via removable hard disk. 
Real-time analogue display of multi-channel data (software selectable) on a RMS- 
GR33a-l heat-sensitive graphic recorder.

6. Base station equipment
Magnetometer: Cesium vapour, sampling at l sec and 0.01 nT sensitivity 
GPS receiver: Sercel NR103 10-channel receiver 
Digital acquisition: DOS 386 laptop 
Analogue display: ink jet printer

(d) Survey Specifications

Data was re-flown when any of the following conditions were not met:

Altitude variation: Not to exceed ±20 m from nominal (l 20 m) for a distance greater than 3 km,
unless required for safety or air regulations.
EM noise level: Not to exceed ±20 ppm (for 90 Hz) and ±30ppm (30 Hz) over a distance greater
than 3 km.
Magnetic noise level: Not to exceed ±0.5 nT over a distance greater than 3 km or for a cumulative
total of > 10*^6 over a survey line.
Magnetic diurnal conditions: No departures greater than 10 nT from a chord of 2 minutes in
length.
Line spacing: Not to exceed 1.5 times the nominal spacing over a distance greater than 3 km.
Digital data gaps: Not to exceed 5 seconds per line.

(e) Pre-survey Tests and Calibrations

Verification of system lags

Magnetometer: 3.6 sec



GEOTEM: 4.7 sec 
OPS receiver: 0.5 sec

(t) Field Operations

Base of operations:

Field personnel:

Survey statistics:

All flying was done out of Cochrane, Ontario between the dates of 
September 26th and October 19th, 1996. The test area No.6 was 
flown out of Matagami, Quebec, on October 20* - 21*..

Pilots:
Aircraft Engineer:
Electronic Technician:
Geophysicist:
Data Processor:

R. Masson, A. Capyk,
G. Mueller, C. Ivimey, J. Robb
R. Fenton
A. Fair
D. Pagotto

Total production: 3775km
Number of test flights: 3
Number of production flights: 15
Hours of production flying: 47.2 hours
Number of km/hour of production flying: 78.0 km
Number of km/average production flight: 251.7 km

Number of hours/average production flight: 3.2 hours 
Number of days lost to:

Equipment: 7
Weather: 10
Testing: 3
Pilot training and/or rest: O

III. DATA PROCESSING

a) Flight path recovery
Data used: GPS positions recalculated from the recorded raw range data, 
differentially corrected and converted to UTM metres. 
Final positions;

Projection: Transverse Mercator
Central meridian: 81 9 west
Latitude of origin: O
False Easting: 500,000 metres
False Northing: O metres
Scale factor: 0.99960
Spheroid: Clarke 1866

10



b) Altitude data (radar and GPS)
Noise editing: Alfatrim median filter used to eliminate the 2 high and 2 low values from the 

j statistical distribution of a 9 point sample window.

Noise filtering: Triangular filters set to remove radar wavelengths less than 6 seconds and 
amplitudes below 25 feet; and GPS wavelengths up to 4 seconds and amplitudes up to 2.5 metres.

c) Diurnal magnetics
Noise editing: Alfatrim median filter used to eliminate the 2 high and 2 low values from the 
statistical distribution of a 9 point sample window.

Culture editing: Polynomial interpolation via a graphic screen editor.

Noise filtering: Triangular filter set to remove wavelengths of less than 4 seconds and amplitudes 
up to 0.5 nT.

Extraction of long wavelength component: Low pass filter set to retain only 
wavelengths of greater than 25 seconds.

d) Magnetics
Lag correction: 3.6 seconds

Noise editing: 4th difference editing routine set to remove spikes of greater than 0.5 nT, followed 
~") . by an alfatrim median filter eliminating l high and l low value from its calculation over a 5 point 

window.

Noise filtering: Triangular filter set to remove noise events having a wavelength of less than 0.5 
second, and an amplitude of less than 0.3 nT.

Diurnal subtraction: The long wavelength component of the diurnal (greater than 25 seconds) 
was removed from the data, prior to the leveling analysis.

Trending: Geoterrex-Dighem uses a proprietary algorithm to improve trending along anomalies. 
The method starts by locating an anomalous zone along a profile. The method then links the 
anomaly to the nearest one on an adjacent line that most closely correlates to it. This linking 
continues until an entire trend is tied together.

*

The trend data are derived directly from the profile data to ensure trend accuracy. These data are 
used to improve the gridding in the minimum curvature of Briggs (Briggs, I.C. 1974 Machine 
contouring using minimum curvature. Geophysics 39, 39-48) and Swain, C.J. A Fortran IV 
program for interpolating irregularly spaced data using the difference equations for minimum 
curvature. Computers Se, Geosciences, Vol. l, 1976,231-240). The process is repeated for all 
trends within the survey boundary.

Leveling: The first stage of leveling of the magnetic data (correcting for residual diurnal effects, 
\ altitude differences and positioning errors) was done on the line data by automatically comparing

li



the values of the total field at the intersection of each line and control line. The differences were 
analyzed and a compensation was calculated at each intersection in order to provide a pattern of 
smoothly varying adjustments along each line and control line. Erratic differences, implying an 
error in the intersection location, were carefully checked and corrected. The second stage of 
leveling consisted of applying a micro-leveling routine to the gridded data to remove small 
residual errors that are not properly removed by conventional leveling of the line data. The 
difference in the gridded data sets before and after the application of the micro-levelling routine 
were computed and extracted along the original survey lines to be stored in the final line dataset as 
the final magnetic compensation values.

Gridding: The data was gridded with a 50 m grid cell size, using a modified Akima spline 
routine.

Regional: The international Geomagnetic Reference Field (IGRF) was calculated for the period 
1996.80 at the elevations of 340-380 m a.s.l. (varies for different blocks) and removed from the 
data.

e) Electromagnetics 
Lag correction: 4.7 seconds

Data correction: The X and Z-coil data were processed from the 20 raw channels recorded at 
4 samples per second.

The following processing steps were applied to both the X A Z coil data:
a) The data from channels 5 to 20 and l (on-time channel) were corrected for drift in 

flight form (prior to cutting the recorded data back to the correct line limits) by 
passing a

b) low order polynomial function through the baseline minimal along each channel, 
via a graphic screen display.
The data were edited for residual sferic spikes by examining the decay pattern of 
each individual EM transient. Bad decays (i.e. not fitting a normal exponential 
function) were deleted and replaced by interpolation.

c) The data were initially corrected for incoherent, non-decaying low frequency noise 
events by analyzing the decay information through decay constant calculations, in 
order to separate the true signal from the low-frequency noise. An adaptive filter 
was then applied to the data. This filter responds to local changes in the gradient in 
order to select and apply an appropriate time domain convolution ranging from 
very narrow to wide, depending on the local character of the anomaly. The suite of 
filters selected were aimed at noise frequencies ranging from 2 Hz. To 0.18 Hz.

d) The filtered data from the X and Z-coils were then re-sampled to a sample rate of 5 
samples/sec and combined into a common file for archiving.

Decay constant calculation: Full time decay constant was calculated by fitting the channel
information to an exponential function. The decay constant was calculated using 
channels 9 to 20 from the X-coil data (mean delay times of 413 to 3060 usec).
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Apparent conductivity: The apparent conductivity values were computed from the X-coil data, 
using on-time channel l and the off-time channels 7 to 20, based on a 
homogeneous half-space model, storing the values in mS/m X 1000. Although the 
maximum conductivity of a half-space, as dictated by the model, is 5000 mS/m, 
abnormally high values may result in areas where the response does not fit the 
model (i.e. vertical conductors, culture, etc.). In agreement with the model used, the 
upper limit of the conductivity was set to 5000 mS/m.

Anomaly selection: Anomalies were selected by fitting the data from the X-coil channels, 9 to 20, 
to the vertical plate model in order to extract conductance and depth information. 
Positions of anomaly centres were derived from peaks and shoulders on channel 10. 
Anomaly editing was done interactively following a visual checking of the data in 
profile form. All possible responses above general noise were retained as anomalies 
in the anomaly database.

Gridding: The decay constant and apparent conductivity data were gridded with a gridding 
interval of 50 m, using the linear interpolation method.

Correction for asymmetry: No correction for asymmetry (de-herringboning) was applied to either 
the decay constant maps (Tau) or the Apparent Conductivity Maps.

f) Final Products
Digital archives: All line data, consisting of processed X and Z-coil EM data, the air and ground 
magnetics and altimetry data plus grids, PTA files and text of the final report are archived in BHP 
format on CD-ROM. A separate set of archive files, with identical coverage and limits, was 
created containing all of the raw EM data from the X and Z-coils. A full format description is 
given in Appendix F (Geoterrex-Dighem Logistics Report). Grid files in GEOSOFT format were 
also delivered for the following parameters:

total field magnetics
decay constant from the X-coil
apparent conductivity from the X-coil
scanned topo images (data stored as 256 grey levels)

Profile data: l set of multi-parameter profiles displaying the following information at a horizontal 
scale of 1:25,000, on paper:
* Radar altimeter @ 30 m/cm
* Barometric altimeter @ 30 m/cm
* EM Primary field @ 25%/cm
* Full Time Decay Constant @ 120 us/cm
* Total field magnetics (coarse) @ 600 nT/cm
* Total field magnetics (fine) @ 150 nT/cm
* Broadband Conductivity @ 3 us/m/cm
* 16 off-time Z-coil channels @ 500 - 2200 ppm/cm
* 16 off-time X-coil channels @ 500 - 2000 ppm/cm
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* Hz monitor @ 100 mv/cm

Maps: All magnetic/electromagnetic maps are at l :25,000 scale, presented on a UTM base and 
delivered as l mylar original and 2 paper copies (the Total Magnetic Field and EM Anomaly Map 
were produced on a screened topographic base):

* Total field magnetics;
* Broadband Conductivity from X-coil
* Decay Constant from X-coil channels:
* EM Anomaly map, with flight path (from X-coil data);
* Interpretation map (3 black and white copies with report).

IV. GEOLOGICAL BACKGROUND

The survey blocks all lie within an area of little topographic relief. From a maximum elevation of 
about 1100', it dips gently northwards towards James Bay. Glacial drift obscures the bedrock 
(Superior Province of the Canadian Shield) over most of the area.

Just east and southeast of the survey area, the bedrock is mixed bands of Archean metavolcanics 
and metasediments. The western part of the area is cut by the north-south trending Kapuskasing 
granulite complex, flanked on both sides by a migmatite-metasedimentary-metavolcanic complex. 
The entire area is cut by Proterozoic diabase dykes.

••- f-/.

:|; i a)PastWork

Due to extensive overburden coverage, there is no known, previous assessment work recorded on 
any of the areas flown. Prior to the use of enhanced geophysical techniques, this region was 
thought to be of no economic interest.

GEOTEM INTERPRETATION
There were a number of bedrock conductors intercepted within the four large project areas, many 
of them displaying moderate to strong EM responses. Because of the low conductivity and 
moderate thickness of the overlying Quaternary surficial materials, most of the primary 
electromagnetic field being transmitted from the GEOTEM system will not be lost within any 
masking clays, thus enhancing somewhat the secondary effects from any deeper-seated bedrock 
conductors, particularly with the weaker conductors. There is some conductivity related to what 
are thought to be glaciofluvial deposits within the North French Block, and this may be a factor 
when interpreting the data.

In reference to the Apparent Conductivity Map, this presentation, for the mostpart, is an indication 
of the pseudo-conductivity of the overlying overburden. It will also confirm the stronger bedrock



conductors and more importantly, this presentation may extend the strike length for some of the 
weaker intercepted bedrock conductors.

The surficial materials within the North French Block are highly conductive and would seem to 
indicate the nature of the overlying glaciolacustrine deposits of massive to varved silt and clay. 
They are perhaps thicker towards the western extremes of the survey block. There is also a region 
of similar conductivity within the north central and northwestern regions of the Kesagami Block, 
where again, the surficial materials could be varved silt and clay.

The present exercise by this writer was to re-interpret both the X-coil and Z-coil data sets, and if 
possible, to discriminate between the conductive overburden cover and the bedrock conductors. Of 
importance in each of these areas, will be weak, steeply dipping conductors.

This process involved the line-by-line assessment of the data sets, assigning conductor axes, 
direction and amount of dip, as well as the depth to the top of the conductors. Assignment of zone 
numbers began with CI, representing the Chabbie Block. If there were further conductors not too 
far away, that were not discussed initially, then letters were assigned to these conductive trends, 
such as F3 A etc. for the North French Block.

Conductor axes have been assigned solid lines where the location of the interpreted conductor 
should be found on the ground. A dotted axis is one where the exact location of the conductor is 
unknown, but the conductor is still believed to be bedrock related.

The GEOTEM EM system, as with the INPUT EM system, produces characteristic EM responses, 
~\ both for vertical and dipping conductors for the X-Coil. For the former, two peaks are noted with 
J a ratio between the first and second of approximately l: 10. This phenomenon will be seen 

; regardless of the flight direction.

': With respect to a dipping conductor, the first peak becomes larger compared to the second peak, 
; with a flattening of the dip. With a flat-lying conductor, the total EM response is related to the

first peak, with very little or no second peak. Examples from model studies showing the different
geometries are located in APPENDIX m.

: The Z-Coil, on the other hand, produces its own characteristic profile shapes for the various
conductor geometries. Examples from model studies showing the different geometries are also 
located in Appendix in.

The depth estimates were based on a Vertical 600m x 300m Nomogram, 90 Hz72ms 
* configuration, which was used for this airborne survey. Amplitudes for a number of the anomalies 

were established and then on a best fit basis, a depth was estimated. It should be understood that 
these depth estimates are approximate and are probably within 20^0 of the actual depth.

There would also appear to be a direct relationship between the changes in altitude of the aircraft, 
with the impending effects from the conductive overburden. As the aircraft becomes closer to the 
ground, a stronger secondary field is received in the bird. Conversely, the higher the aircraft is 
from the conductive clays, the more the EM traces go back to background. One only has to look 
at the EM analog charts to see the results of this phenomenon. There was also a compensationJ)
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problem on the early X-coil channels. This hindered somewhat, the correlation of weaker 
conductors with the Z-coil responses.

In order to facilitate the discussion for all of the zones within each of the survey areas, a few 
comments will be given for each of the outlined conductors, relating conductivity, magnetics and 
geology, and their priority for follow-up, (either high, medium or low).

Chabbie Lake Block

The electromagnetic data for this survey area suggests a rather resistive cover material, indicating 
a conductivity in the order of 0.3 ms/m. It would seem therefore, that the penetrating ability of the 
GEOTEM EM system would be quite good. There were several bedrock conductors intercepted, 
with two being assigned high priority targets.

Most of the EM responses assigned to Zones CI, C2 and C3 are quite weak and basically have no 
magnetic association. The zones do line up however, obliquely to the strike of the magnetics, 
suggesting a possible association with a cross-cutting fault structure. At this point, the cause of the 
anomalies may be related to either conductive gangue material within the fault or disseminated 
sulphides. Zones CI and C2 are considered low priority.

Zone C3 has been up-graded to a medium priority as its EM responses are somewhat stronger than 
either Zones C l or C2. Its weakness could be attributed to the estimated depth of 200 metres. In 
this area, the conductor is apparently dipping towards the west. Zone C3 is considered a potential 
gold target. There are weak EM responses extending south from Zone C3 to Zone C4, where the 
anomalies are much stronger. In fact, the two conductors are probably related to the same 
lithological horizon.

f Zone C4 exhibits fair to good conductivity, with the best EM response being intercept 430D. It 
exhibits profile characteristics of a bedrock response, one that is estimated to be l SO metres deep.

f The conductor, which is dipping towards the east, has an associated magnetic anomaly of 350 nT.
.' There is a very good chance that the zone extends further to the southeast. The zone is considered 

a high priority target.

The lone EM anomaly for Zone C5 exhibits very poor conductivity and one that may be associated 
with conductive overburden. It is definitely a low priority target.

Zones C6 and C7 may be part of the same conductive horizon. In each case, the EM anomalies are 
very weak and are considered as low priority targets.

Zone C8, which is steeply dipping towards the west-southwest, exhibits a strong EM response and 
is located near the peak of a high intensity magnetic feature (500 nT). The latter is thought to be an 
ultramafic intrusive. The conductor is at least one kilometre long and very likely extends further to 
the southeast, beyond the survey boundary. This type of conductor and its location with respect to 
a high intensity magnetic feature indicates the potential for Ni-Cu mineralization. It is rated as a 
high priority target in this area.



Zone CIO is a lone EM anomaly, which exhibits very poor conductivity. It is located on the north 
flank of a wide, high intensity magnetic feature that may very well be related to a long 6.5 
kilometre ultramafic intrusion. There is no EM signature on the vertical Z-coil profiles, suggesting 
the weakness of the response. Thus, the anomaly is down-graded to a low priority target.

There is a slight indication on the Z-coil profiles for Zone C12, which suggests that there may be a 
deep-seated bedrock conductor located here. However, it is not well defined to the point of 
recommending it for further work. If there is success on other conductors in the area, then Zone 
C12 may be of interest.

No further work is recommended for Zones C9, CI l, C13 and C14.

Zone CI 5 is another conductor that trends obliquely to the strike of the magnetics, again 
suggesting a relationship with a cross-cutting fault zone. It also coincides with a magnetic low. 
The best EM response along this trend is intercept 400A and one that could be looked at in a later 
exploration program.

Three areas within the Chabbie Lake Block have been outlined on the Interpretation Map Overlay 
with a (K), as having the potential to be underlain with kimberlite pipes. These are near circular 
200 metre diameter magnetic features that are located near diabase dikes. Their magnetic 
intensities range from 150 nT to as low as 30 nT. Only the one west of Zone C2 is strong enough 
to be considered in any future exploration program.

High priority: Zones C4 and C8
Medium priority: Zone C3
Low priority: all other zones

North French Block

There were a number of bedrock conductors intercepted within this survey block and one thing 
that is common with most of these conductors is that they are quite deep, oftentimes over 200 
metres. Some portions of the survey area, particularly the southwest corner, are extremely 
conductive and is believed to be related to highly conductive varved clays within the overlying 
surficial materials. The conductivity can be as high as 240 ms/m, which is very conductive. 
Interpreting bedrock conductors beneath such a masking horizon is very difficult, if not 
impossible. The background conductivity over the remainder of the block is approximately 1.50 
ms/m, and can be as low as 0.50 ms/m in some areas. So one can see the tremendous differences 
in conductivity of the surficial materials, particularly along the western and southwestern extremes 
of the survey block.

In the central region of the block, there is a wishbone-shaped magnetic feature, which is analogous 
to a major structural fold. The source for this magnetic feature may be iron formation. Near the 
apex of the fold, there are a few conductors that are deemed to be bedrock related. These will be 
significant conductors to follow-up, as quite often VMS deposits have been located within such



environments. Further to the north, a number of other conductors have been intercepted and have 
been assigned top or medium priority for further exploration.

The areas exhibiting the broader and moderate magnetic intensities may be related to mafic 
volcanics, while the magnetic lows will generally be associated with either felsic intrusions or 
felsic volcanics. There are at least two events related to diabase dikes and subsequently, faults 
have played an important role.

Seven areas have been outlined within this block, that may be related to kimberlite pipes. All are 
located near diabase dikes. Two of them may be related to 'fragments' from much larger magnetic 
bodies ie. near the large wishbone-shaped magnetic feature in the central part of the block.

Because there were a considerable number of conductors intercepted, it would be beyond the 
scope of this report to discuss each and every one of them in great detail. The writer has outlined 
on the Interpretation Map fifty-six (56) zones. Some of them are quite strong and, in some cases, 
tend to be long, linear trends. These may very well be related to graphite within either 
metasediments or, in some cases, may be associated with massive sulphides within a contact zone. 
Some of the weaker trends may be due to disseminated sulphides, poorly serpentinized ultramafic 
bodies or perhaps structural effects.

A letter and a number has been assigned to each of the interpreted conductors eg. FI, F2 etc. 
representing the North French Block.

Zone FI

~J A very poor EM response, which may be due to conductive overburden. 
Priority: low

Zone FI

This is another very poor anomaly and one that may be related to conductive river bottom 
sediments. 

^ Priority: low

ZoneF3

The EM response is very weak, but still may be due to a poorly mineralized bedrock conductor. It 
straddles a diabase dike. 

* Priority: low

Zone F3A

This is another anomaly that may be associated with conductive river bottom sediments. 
Priority: low



ZoneF4

Conductive overburden may be the source for this anomaly. 
Priority: low

Zone F4A

The lone intercept exhibits very weak amplitudes, but still maintains a reasonable decay rate. This 
suggests a possible deep-seated bedrock conductor. In fact, its depth is estimated to be 248 metres. 
Its conductance is calculated to be IS Siemens. Note its location near a diabase dike. 
Priority: low

Zone FS

This anomaly looks very similar to Zone F4A. In fact, it is suggested that the two zones may be 
related. A reconnaissance survey is warranted, utilizing a deep penetrating TEM system. The 
anomaly's conductance has been established to be 18 Siemens. 
Priority: medium

ZoneF6

It would seem that this EM response is located at the edge of the extremely conductive 
environment (clays) mentioned previously. This anomaly does not warrant any further work. 
Priority: low

ZoneF?

This anomaly is a good example of the difficulty in establishing whether or not h is due to a 
bedrock source or highly conductive clays. There is no verification on the Z-coil profiles to 
confirm this. At this point in time, no further work is recommended. 
Priority: low

ZoneFS

Intercept 349G is the better of the two anomalies along this trend. The Z-coil profile data would
seem to suggest a bedrock source and not clays. However, the conductance is similar to the highly
conductive clays to the east ie. IS to 20 Siemens. Therefore, one must be cautious with any
decision to follow-up on this conductor. It has been up-graded however, for possible exploration
work.
Priority: medium

ZoneF9

The EM responses are rather broad, with the Z-coil profile data suggesting a near flat-lying source. 
This conductor may very well be associated with the interpreted highly conductive clays. 
Priority: low



) Zone F10

These two EM responses are interpreted as being associated with the conductive clays. The Z-coil 
data would seem to confirm this interpretation as well. 
Priority: low

Zone FI l

The 3 kilometre long conductor is located at the northern edge of the body of conductive clays. It 
is very likely therefore, that this conductive trend is related to an "edge effect". No further work is 
warranted. 
Priority: low

Zone F12

This is another conductor that exhibits high conductivity and is located within the boundaries of 
the highly conductive clays. A depth estimate of 226 metres has been made: However, the Z-coil 
profile data would seem to confirm the overburden interpretation. 
Priority: low

Zone F13

^ The EM responses along this trend are clearly associated with the conductive clays. No further 
-^ work is warranted. 

Priority: low

ZoneF14

: It would appear that these extremely poor EM responses are correlating with a swamp. As such, 
'. conductive overburden is the probable source. 

Priority: low

Zone F1S

This anomaly is located near the apex of the wishbone-shaped magnetic feature that is interpreted 
to be an iron formation. Also of interest is its location within a magnetic low or *break', suggesting 
a possible relationship with a fault zone. Intercept 375D is probably the better of the two EM 
anomalies involved with this trend and perhaps should be the area to initiate ground work. The 
zone dips towards the north. 
Priority: high

Zone F16

Only the eastern half of this conductor exhibits EM profile characteristics of being due to a 
\ bedrock conductor. The poor EM responses towards the west may be related to a weaker and
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deeper extention. Its depth has been estimated to be 242 metres, with a dip towards the north. The 
writer has interpreted Zones FI6 and FI 7 as being separate conductors but may, in fact, be joined 
up. This is because of their relationship with the west side of the apex of the magnetic feature. One 
should keep this in mind when following up the conductors on the ground. 
Priority: high

Zone F17

The depth to the top of the conductor is approximately 200 metres. Its conductance is quite high, 
in the order of 31 Siemens and this would seem to suggest a bedrock source. The EM amplitudes 
are quite weak, again emphasizing the depth. As mentioned previously, the location of this 
conductor with respect to the magnetic fold or 'hinge' may be an important component in any 
future ground program. There is no magnetic association with this trend. 
Priority: high

Zone F18

The anomalies here exhibit very poor EM responses and no further work is warranted. 
Priority: low

Zone F19

The Z-coil EM profile data do not confirm these EM responses as being associated with a bedrock 
source. Therefore, no further work is recommended. 
Priority: low

ZoneFlO

It is suggested that this conductor may be a weakly mineralized bedrock conductive trend. There is 
sufficient evidence on the Z-coil data that a north dipping conductor exists here and may be quite 
deep, in the order of 200 metres. There is magnetic association but the latter is believed to be 
related to a north-south trending diabase dike. 
Priority: medium

ZoneF21

This zone may be caused by a poorly mineralized bedrock conductor. However, its conductance is 
very low, less than one siemen. No further work is warranted. 
Priority: low

ZoneF22

The anomalies involved with this conductor exhibit poor to fair conductivity and do not have any 
magnetic association. With a conductance of 13 Siemens for intercept 354D and the conductor's 
proximity to the 'clay belt', one wonders if this trend is just related to conductive clays. These are 
not well defined anomalies and thus, do not warrant any further work. 
Priority: low
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ZoneF23

These anomalies are very similar to the previous zone ie. broad and not well defined on the Z-coil. 
They are also located whhin a swamp and as such, may be related to the swamp. Although there 
are swamps over large areas in other parts of the survey block, the EM responses do not seem to 
be as strong as over both Zones F22 and F23. Therefore, one wonders if these EM responses may 
be related to a bedrock source. It is suggested therefore, that a reconnaissance survey be carried 
out over Zone F23 and with any success, then over Zone F22 as well. 
Priority: medium

Zones F24 to F35

All of these outlined conductors are located within what is believed to be a continuation of the 
clay belt to the west. The conductivity is quite high, in the order of 5 ms/m, which is quite high. 
The conductivity is not as high as the area to the south and this may be a result of a thinner layer 
of clay. At this point, none of the above zones stand out as a potential bedrock conductor and thus 
do not warrant any further work. 
Priority: low

ZoneF36

This lone anomaly, which is interpreted to be a bedrock conductor, exhibits a relatively slow 
decay rate, resulting in a conductance of 14 Siemens. There is no magnetics associated with this 
zone. Because of its isolation and moderate EM response, further work may be justified. 
Priority: medium

Zone F37

These are rather poor EM responses and ones that would appear to be related to conductive 
overburden. No further work is warranted. 
Priority: low

ZoneF38

This is a long conductive trend, which varies in its conductivity along strike. It is at least 4 
kilometres long, although portions of it may be related to different sources. The western extremes 
of the conductor exhibit very poor conductivity and does not have any magnetic association. 
Probably the best portion of the conductor, as far as conductivity is concerned, is between lines 
347 and 350. It is here where any further follow-up is to be initiated. The eastern portion of the 
conductor coincides with the high intensity magnetic anomaly that is part of the large wishbone- 
shaped magnetic feature. As a result, we may be dealing with a different source than that to the 
west. The conductor is deep, in the order of 200 metres. 
Priority: medium



Zones F38A to F41

Each of these conductors, with the possible exception of Zone F39, are considered to be caused by 
conductive overburden. They exhibit rather poor EM responses, with none having any magnetic 
association. There is a rather weak null (negative) response on the Z-coil profile for intercept 3S7E 
(Zone F39) that does suggest a possible bedrock conductor. However, it is felt that further work on 
this zone should only be carried out if there is success on other conductors in the area, such as 
Zone F20. There are several north-south trending diabase dikes in the vicinity of all four 
conductive trend. 
Priority: low

Zone F42

The Em anomalies involved with this conductor exhibit the characteristics that deem it to be a 
bedrock conductor. This is particularly true with the Z-coil profiles. There is no magnetic 
association with the zone, which is dipping towards the north. The conductor is also estimated to 
be 130 metres deep. The magnetic feature to the south of Zone F42 is the northern flange of the 
wishbone-shaped magnetic feature that is thought to be iron formation. A ground survey is 
warranted. ., 
Priority: high

ZoneF43

This conductor is correlating with the northern flank of a narrow magnetic trend, with its 
conductance values ranging from l to 16 Siemens. The conductor is well over 200 metres deep and 
dips towards the north. Since the strike length of the conductor is roughly the same as the 
magnetic trend, one considers pyrrhotite as the possible source to both the magnetics and the 
conductor. Although the anomalies do not exhibit strong EM responses, they are still believed to 
be bedrock related. 
Priority: medium

Zone F44

The long conductive trend is definitely related to a bedrock source, as the anomalies exhibit strong 
amplitude EM responses. There are two areas along the trend where further work should be 
initiated, between lines 372-374 and 379-381. These are two areas where the conductivity is quite 
good. There is no magnetic correlation along the entire trend. Note the strong north-south diabase 
dike cutting through the conductor. The broadness of the EM profiles is indicative of the depth to 
the top of the conductor, which is estimated to be over 200 metres. 
Priority: high

Zone F4S

The lone intercept is flanking the larger Zone F44, which may have some interesting implications. 
The EM response is fair and the only magnetic anomaly in the area is associated with the strong 
north-south diabase dike. This anomaly could be looked at while following up on Zone F44. 
Priority: medium
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ZoneF46

The lone anomaly is interpreted as a possible weak bedrock conductor. However, at this point, no 
further work is recommended. 
Priority: low

Zone F47

The EM amplitudes for these anomalies are quite weak and this would seem to be justifiable, 
considering what the depth to the top of the conductor is (252 metres). There is no magnetic 
association with this trend. It is suggested that further work on this conductor be carried out only if 
a decision is made to follow-up on Zone F48 to the north. 
Priority: medium

Zone F48

The Z-coil EM profiles seem to be confirming that this conductor is bedrock related. The 
weakness in the amplitudes is a result of its depth to basement, in the order of 225 metres. The 
central portion of the conductor is probably the best location to initiate any ground work. The 
north end of the conductor would seem to have been cut off by a northeast fault zone. This zone, 
along with Zone F44, should be considered in any future ground follow-up program. 
Priority: high

"} Zones F49 to F56

Zone F49 is not well defined and thus, further work is not warranted. Zone F50, on the other-hand, 
may very well be associated with a poorly mineralized bedrock conductor. Its profile shapes are 
somewhat better defined and there seems to be some confirmation on the Z-coil. One may want to 
look at this conductor further, but only if there is any geological success on Zones F44 and F48 to 
the south. No further work is warranted for Zones F51, F52, F53, F54 and F55. However, some 
consideration may want to be given to Zone F56, as it exhibits profile characteristics on the Z-coil 
of being bedrock related, particularly intercept 349A This zone has been up-graded to a medium 
priority. The remainder of the conductors do not warrant any further work 
Priority: low

As previously mentioned, seven areas have been outlined on the Interpretation Map overlay as 
possibly being underlain with kimberlite pipes. The two large bodies near the southern survey 
boundary are located near diabase dikes, but the size of both magnetic features suggests possible 
ultramafic intrusive bodies. Both are also located beneath the highly conductive environment that 
is believed to be conductive clays. The only solution to establishing the source for both areas, is to 
put down a vertical drill hole.

A short distance to the north, three smaller bodies have been outlined as potential kimberlite pipes 
as well. These are generally in the order of 250 metres in diameter.
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The remaining two interpreted kimberlite pipes, which are located in the central region of the 
block, may very well be fragments from the nearby magnetic bodies. Both are located between 

) diabase dikes which are often-times the conduits for the ascending kimberlite material.

High priority: F15, F16, F17, F42, F44, F48
Medium priority: F5, F8, F20, F23, F36, F38, F43, F45, F47
Low priority: all other zones

KESAGAMI BLOCK

There were quite a number of conductors (86) intercepted during the course of surveying this 
block, most of them being deemed to be bedrock related. There are several conductors that are 
rated high priority, which should render a very interesting exploration program.

The conductivity of the surficial materials varies across the survey block, with the western portion 
being somewhat more conductive. The conductivity in the western half varies between 0.50 and 10 
ms/m. This higher end is quite high, but probably does not present any problems for the 
penetrating capabilities of the GEOTEM system. The eastern half of the block however, is 
somewhat more resistive, with conductivities ranging from 0.30 to 4 ms/m. The extreme eastern 
quarter of the survey block is the most resistive region within the Kesagami Block.

Depth estimates to the top of the conductors varies as well, ranging from 100 metres to over 250 
metres. This will obviously have to be considered when utilizing a ground follow-up EM system.

The magnetic differential across the block is approximately 1000 nT. The regions of higher 
magnetic intensity could be underlain with either felsic intrusive rocks, mafic metavolcanics or 
metasediments. Within the latter, there may be some iron formations. Along the southern third of 
the block, parts of the magnetic low may be related to felsic metavolcanics. Since there are 
bedrock conductors located within this region, one could assume that felsic intrusive rocks are not 
the host.

Across the central region of the block, the broad lower intensity magnetic feature may be 
associated with a deformation zone. It would also seem possible that this interpreted deformation 
zone may be the western extention from the gold-producing Detour Lake Mine. It would seem 
therefore, that with a little more knowledge of the geophysical background of the Detour Lake 
area, one could support a possible follow-up program within this 'deformation zone*.

There would appear to be a few cross-cutting faults within the block, with some containing 
interpreted bedrock conductors. These may also be of interest as potential gold-related zones.

There are several north-south diabase dikes traversing through the block, most exhibiting magnetic 
highs. However, a couple of the dikes exhibit magnetic lows, suggesting a time differential in their 
emplacement. As such, if any kimberlite materials were being emplaced at the same time, one 
could expect a magnetic low as well for the pipes. However, at this point, there does not appear to 
be any geophysical signatures, suggesting the existence of any kimberlite pipes within the 

\ Kesagami Block.
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VI. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

) On the basis of the results of this airborne survey, ground follow-up work is recommended for
several of the selected targets, as outlined by the writer on the Interpretation Map overlay. It is felt 
that most of these targets will be of primary interest for their VMS Cu-Zn potential, although 
precious metals and Ni-Cu mineralization may be of secondary interest. As mentioned previously, 
there is generally a thin, sometimes thick layer of overburden material, with low to moderate 
conductivity, over some regions of each of the survey areas. As a result, there may be a masking 
effect in some areas of each block. However, it was not considered to be a major obstacle to the 
penetrating ability of the high powered GEOTEM EM system to detect bedrock conductors. The 
Z-coil data also assisted with this interpretation.

It is strongly recommended to the client that a complete and comprehensive evaluation be made of 
the magnetic data and especially the calculated vertical gradient magnetic data. All available 
geological information should be obtained either through government and proprietary geological 
maps, diamond drill holes or through the assessment files. Once such information is obtained, a 
broad scale geological map should be compiled and then, in reference to the calculated vertical 
gradient map, a reasonable pseudo-geological map can then be prepared for this portion of the 
western extention of the Abitibi Greenstone Belt.

Structural information should be obtained through a more comprehensive evaluation of the 
magnetic data as well, particularly with the vertical gradient data. Cross-cutting faults are evident 
within each of the survey areas. These are extremely important with respect to any mineralogical 
controls for precious metals and as such, the development of these structural events through 

~^ interpreting the magnetic data will be strongly advised.

It is suggested that this assessment of the magnetics be made before any serious follow-up of the 
electrical conductors is made. This will certainly make things easier, once a pseudo-geological 
map has been established.

As a result of the re-interpretation of the multicoil GEOTEM airborne data, some confidence has 
been gained with respect to distinguishing between bedrock conductors, both strong and weak, and 
conductive overburden. In evaluating the X-coil and Z-coil profiles across the project area, unique 
characteristics were noted in the shape of the profiles, that assisted with the selection of bedrock 
conductors.

There are certain conductor geometries however, that would hinder or make ft very difficult to 
distinguish between a bedrock source and conductive overburden based on both the X-coil and Z- 
coil data, one such source being a flat-lying orebody. More interpretive assessment would 
certainly have to be carried out. It is assumed however, and there are always exceptions, that most 
conductors in this area are moderately to steeply dipping.

Most, if not all, of the conductors outlined on this Interpretation Map overlay are deemed to be 
bedrock related. Depending on the degree of work that has previously been carried out on these 
zones, ground reconnaissance surveys may be warranted for each.
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In regards to a ground follow-up geophysical system, a horizontal loop Max-Min EM system 
could be utilized. It would seem that detectability should be easy for most of the types of 
conductors intercepted in these survey areas. In areas of poorly mineralized conductors, but with

high anomalous geochemical results, then an induced polarization (IP) survey would be more 
appropriate. It may also be more beneficial, if a deeper penetrating electromagnetic system (TEM) 
was utilized, particularly if the conductors are deep and if semi-massive sulphides are involved. 
Obviously, the cost factors for both systems will have to be considered.

The writer has given brief comments on all selected conductors and it is within Section V of this 
report where the client will establish some feeling for the types of conductors recommended. It is 
a matter of using all resources, including geophysics, drill hole information and the compilation of 
a pseudo-geological map. Till or soil sampling over the regions containing the selected targets, 
may render additional information that may lead to an interesting on-going exploration program.

Respectfully submitted,

Robert J. de Carle 
Consulting Geophysicist

January 24, 2001
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REVIEW OF GEOTEM SURVEYS OVER KESAGAMI, NORTH FRENCH 
and CHABBIE LAKE BLOCKS,

with an ADDENDUM ON AN ANOMALY REMAINING UNTESTED IN 
THE NETT RIVER AREA, NORTHERN ONTARIO

WITH DIRECTION FOR GROUND FOLLOW-UP

INTRODUCTION

This is an evaluation of Geotem 90 Hz surveys flown in 1995 over three 
blocks in the Kesagami Lake region of Northern Ontario. The surveys are: 
Kesagami in NTS 42 H 715 and 16; North French in NTS 42 H 79, 10, 15 and 16; 
and Chabbie Lake in NTS 32 E 712. These surveys have previously been 
interpreted and reported in a memo to Eastmain Resources Inc. as Geophysical 
Evaluation, North Abitibi Extension, Ont by Jerry Roth and Heikki Limeon of 
Stratagex Ltd (1999). The purpose of the present report is to provide a direction to 
ground follow-up of anomalies identified in these surveys.

A brief recommendation on an untested target in the Nett River Block, NTS 
® 42 I, previously reported, is presented.

Maps of the magnetic response (Total Field and First Vertical Derivative - 
1VD) and EM response (Channels 7, 10 and 12 - where applicable) have been 
prepared for this report. EM anomalous responses are identified and compared on 
EM channel amplitude and 1VD magnetic maps. A detailed discussion of these 
responses is not intended here, but some commentary is necessary in preparation 
for ground follow-up. Geotem profiles were reviewed to identify priority targets.



MAPS

All maps of the airborne survey are reproduced at a scale of 1:50,000. UTM 
presentation is NAD 27. All maps show the outlines of current Eastmain claims on 
the areas. Most of the maps show Geotem anomalies and flight lines. The gridded 
values of the Geotem channel amplitudes have been filtered to remove the effects 

\ of asymmetry that is present in the system response. The combination of the 1VD 
magnetic maps with the scanned topographic maps is not too successful, but they 
do provide some topographic base for the data.

KESAGAMI BLOCK

1) Total Field Magnetics
2) 1VD Magnetics with Geotem conductor axes identified
3) 1VD Magnetics overlain on a scanned image of topography
4) Geotem Channel 7, amplitudes of the X component
5) Geotem Channel 10, amplitudes of the X component with conductor axes 
identified
6) Geotem Channel 10, amplitudes of the X component with conductor axes 
identified, with suggested ground follow-up grids

NORTH FRENCH BLOCK

1) Total Field Magnetics with preliminary ground grid plans
2) 1VD Magnetics with Geotem conductor axes identified
3) 1VD Magnetics overlain on scanned image of topography
4) Geotem Channel 7, amplitudes of X component
5) Geotem Channel 12, amplitudes of the X component with the conductor axes 
identified.
6) Geotem Channel 10, amplitudes of X component with the conductor axes 
identified. No anomalies or flight lines. Tembec woods roads, power line and 
conservation areas identified.
7) Geotem Channel 12, amplitudes of the X component with the conductor axes 
identified, with suggested ground follow-up grids



CHABBIE LAKE BLOCK

1) Total Field Magnetics, with proposed ground grid plan
2) 1VD Magnetics with Geotem conductor axes identified
3) 1VD Magnetics overlain on scanned image of topography
4) Geotem Channel 7, amplitudes of X component

ft 5) Geotem Channel 10, amplitudes of X component with the conductor axes 
identified

NETT RIVER BLOCK

1) 2VD Magnetics (Second Vertical Derivative) with preliminary ground grids and 
claim outlines with line topography
2) Geotem Channel 9, amplitudes of the X component

INTERPRETATION GENERAL

The focus of this report is to provide targets for ground follow-up, and to 
suggest methodologies to be used on the ground. A review of the Geotem profile 
data shows that most of the responses have low amplitudes and responses that drop 
into the noise level rapidly in time Responses are generally gone by early-mid time, 
that is by channel 12. This limits the extent in time that the EM channel data can 
be gridded. The early time channel (channel 7) grids well on all areas. By channel 
10 problems (noise) begin to show, but the image is still reasonably good. By 
channel 12 the problems on the Kesagami Block and the Chabbie Lake Block 
prevent a useful reproduction of the product On the Kesagami Block mere are 
significant levelling problems in the data (which I have not corrected) that begin 
to show on channel 10 and become so severe on channel 12, that a channel 12 map 
has not been made. On the Chabbie Lake Block the data are good, but the overall 
response falls to such a low level, that tile gridded image is dominated by noise. 
Accordingly, no map has been made of channel 12 for Chabbie Lake. On the North 
French Block, the amplitudes are sufficiently elevated and stable to be able to make 
the map of channel 12 used here for the interpretation conductor axes.



Conductor axes have been identified and placed on the appropriate channel 
amplitude map for each block, as well as on the 1VD of the magnetics. It will be 
noted that these conductor axes often compliment the structures seen in the 
magnetics.

KESAGAMI BLOCK 

General

The total field magnetic map describes a major feature, for the most part a 
significant magnetic low, passing east-west through the middle of the area. 

; Reference to the larger magnetic compilation that forms the base of a map by BHP 
named "Kesagami Lake Area, Historical Drill Holes", there is a fairly clear 
connection between the east-west linear on the Kesagami survey and the east-west 
structure that identifies with the Detour Lake gold deposit. This suggests the 
potential for gold on this structure. It is clear from the combination map showing 
the Geootem conductors on the l VD magnetic map that most of the EM conductors 
lie in crossing aspect to the main structure. For the most part these lie 20 to 30

2 degrees to the main structure in a northwesterly direction, both within and near the 
: structure. A few cut the structure at nearly right angles, while one (number 28) at
3 the west end lies directly along the structure. Many of these EM conductors 
ft associate with magnetic lows, suggesting fault associations. Tension gashes or 
" ladder structures cutting the main east-west structure are implied by the EM 
. features, encouraging the possibility of gold as an economic target in this area.
iS There is a problem with noise on this block. The gridded image of EM
J; channel l OX shows that there are three broad areas defined by blocks of flight lines
II having different background amplitudes. There are in addition, two separate,
l smaller groups of lines having amplitudes below the local background (seen as blue
[ stripes). These level differences are artifacts of poor levelling of the channel

amplitudes by the contractor, and need to be ignored in the interpretation of
bedrock conductors. These errors could be fixed in the archive data, but this has
not been done and is not immediately needed for this report.

Observation of the channel amplitudes in profile as well as on the very early 
time grid (channel 7), suggest that there is not much conductive overburden in the 
area. This does not speak directly to tile possible thickness of overburden, but it



does suggest that the overburden may not be very thick. It could be less than 30 
metres, and as little as 10 metres. This corresponds with overburden thicknesses 
identified on the overview map of the magnetics and previous drilling compilation. 
Thicker overburden could only consist of electrically resistive gravels and sand by 
themselves, which would be unusual in this part of the Abitibi. Clays and tills 
which would conduct would be expected in areas of thicker overburden. Further 
support for thin or very resistive overburden is found on the grid of the first on- 
time EM channel (not presented here) which shows the same pattern as channel 7. 
Only bedrock sources are indicated in the EM responses, although the patch of 
elevated EM response to the west on the survey, might suggest some limited area 
of conductive overburden.

The EM conductors are not very strong. As noted above, this could imply 
good conducting, deep seated sources, but equally, the sources could be large, 
weaker conducting, steeply dipping sheets, with their tops closer to surface. There 
could be as well, EM response from clays or tills filling in depressions in the 
bedrock surface along the inferred structures. It is more likely that shallow sources 
rather than deep sources are the source of the EM conduction. There is an area of 
higher amplitude response toward the west on the survey, as may be seen on the 
plots of channels 7 and 10, but this is relative, as a comparison with amplitudes on

3 the more strongly conducting Nett River Block shows (Nett River Channel 9X map 
presented here). The immediate near surface target would not appear to be base- 

: metals, as there are no strong amplitude responses present. Should deeper sources 
be present, then base-metals become possible. As suggested above, gold bearing 
structures seem to be a more likely target.

'
: . Ground follow-up of these anomalies will help resolve the nature of the
sources of the EM responses.

Detail

Three groupings of conductors may be made on the basis of strike 
orientation.

1) l to 20, 22 to 27, 29, 30, 35, 36, 37 and 161, all represent west-northwest 
striking linears. A few may have composite strike directions, and a few have strikes 
more to the northwest, but they all seem to represent a common family of



structures. A number like 6, 8, 18, 20, 24 and 26 lie within or cross into the strong 
east-west magnetic low. These almost appear to be ladder structures, and suggest 
opportunities for gold. Most EM anomalies correlate with magnetic lows, either as 
edges or centrally located on the magnetic lows. One anomaly, 14, is directly 
correlated to a magnetic high linear, and the nearby anomaly 10 is almost on a 
magnetic high linear. These raise the possibilities of sulphide sources for these 
conductors, but the EM responses are not sufficient to suggest large massive 
sulphides.

2) 21, 28, 31, to 34 and 45 represent east-west striking responses conformable 
to the major east-west trend. 21 and 28 are directly correlated with the major east- 
west magnetic low feature.

3) 38, 39,40, 41,42, 43 and 44 are nearly north-south striking features that are 
often directly correctable to magnetic lows that break the local magnetic trends. 
These appear to be structures that are somewhat but not always conformable to the 
late magnetic diabase dykes that cross-cut the area. The EM defined faults are 
separate from the dykes, but may represent the same family of structures. Where 
they cross-cut the main east-west structure, there may be opportunities for gold.

NORTH FRENCH BLOCK 

General

The total field magnetic map is dominated by east-northeast and west- 
northwest striking belts of magnetic highs, overprinted by northerly striking 
magnetic linears from late diabase dykes. The EM responses which are moderate 
in amplitude, show northwesterly striking directions, conforming to one of the two 

l apparent strike directions of the magnetically inferred lithology. A second group 
of EM conductor horizons lies in a northerly direction, somewhat discordant to and 
separate from the strike of the dykes. These have the patterns noted on the 
Kesagami Block above. Unlike the Kesagami block, there is not the consistent 
relationship between the EM linears and sharp magnetic lows. Various 
combinations of relationships are evident.

A group of conductors in the southwest corner of the survey are quite 
different from conductors on the rest of this block or the Kesagami block. These



stronger amplitude conductors are reminiscent of graphitic source or massive 
j sulphide source responses. There is no clear direct correlation with the magnetic 

response, although mere may be some flanking relationships between the strong 
EM and weak magnetics.

The overall EM response suggests, like that of the Kesagami Block, that the 
overburden is largely resistive or thin or both. There are no extensive areas of early 
time response separate from the linear events, that suggest overburden response.

A map of the channel l OX response includes definition of areas outlined for 
conservation restrictions. It is not known what impact the conservation restriction 
will have on exploration in these areas. Significantly, the strongest EM responses 
in the southwest corner of the survey lie entirely within one of the conservation 
areas. The channel 10 map also displays roads and a powerline. These indicate 
relatively easy access to the area covered by the claim block.

Detail

Two main families of conductors are present. In addition there are a few 
scattered east-west, short events, and an entirely discordant one (15). As well, there 
is a conductor (31) that arises from the powerline crossing the north edge of the 
survey.

1) l, 3 to 9, 13, 16, 17 and 18 are members of the family of conductors that 
;. strike in a northwesterly direction. There is a mix of strengths of response on these 
^conductors. Anomalies 16, 17 and 18 in the southwest of the survey, are

particularly strong in places, suggesting graphitic or sulphide type sources.
^

Conductors within the claim area are much more subdued, possibly 
suggesting moderately conducting shear zones or possibly deep source better 
conductor sources. It is not possible to separate these possibilities in the data 
themselves. Parts of anomalies 4 and 5 within the claim block are directly 
coincident with magnetic features. Sulphides and/or magnetite might be the 
magnetic source, but the weak conduction responses are not easily explained, as 
they extend beyond the magnetic events. If near to surface sources are involved, 
then it is more likely to have weakly mineralized events along structures as sources. 
This points to a potential gold environment rather than a base metal situation.



2) 14 (east part) and 20 to 30 are members of a more northerly striking suite 
of conductors. As noted above, these have a strike that is somewhat discordant to 
that of me main suite of north-south magnetic dyke events. There are however, a 
few magnetic dykes that have the same north-northwesterly strike as the 
conductors. One conductor, 20, directly flanks the west edge of one of these dykes. 
Conductors 24 and 25 are in part directly coincident with narrow magnetic dykes. 
It would appear that these conductors have their source in faults and shears related 
to some of the dyke structures. There is in this no clear implication for 
mineralization, although there are some reasonably good looking, if weak responses 
along anomaly 20.

3) 2, 10, 11, 14 (west part) and 15 are all short strike conductors that are weak 
in their response. The character of response is much like that of the other longer 
strike conductors nearby. By themselves, these do not encourage follow-up interest

4) 15 is northeast striking, broad and weak. The odd strike may be an artifact 
of joining unrelated but nearby isolated responses.

CHABBIE LAKE BLOCK 

General l Detail

A single northwest magnetic formation dominates this block. The 1VD map
shows that there are other detailed features in the map, including two narrow

l northerly trending dykes, but the magnetic character is significantly different firom
If that of me Kesagami and North French blocks.'.lr: - .'.v'
l One conductor, anomaly l, lying off the southeast end of the large magnetic
f feature is very different from any conductor seen either on the rest of this block,
' or on tiie other two blocks. This conductor is narrow, and with a good response

into later time indicating a likely narrow, shallow, conductive likely sulphide
source. There is a close association between the anomaly and a narrow magnetic
horizon just south. This is an attractive target for follow-up. Anomaly 4, just east,
is broad, and represents a separate event that is not as attractive.

The other conductors, 2 to 6 are weak and broad, and are not seen as targets 
at present. Anomalies 2 and 3 flank one of the northerly trending dykes and may

J



have their sources in structures related to the dyke. Anomalies 5 and 6 are weak 
and broad and may identify structure having no immediate interest.

RECOMMENDATIONS

KESAGAMI BLOCK

The claim area is a good place to start to test for structurally related gold, 
with the outside possibility of base metal deposits on the survey area. There are 
other similar conductor horizons on the survey area, not claimed, but interest in 
these should wait developments within the claim area. A hand drawn outline of 
grids that could be used to test the anomalies is drawn on a second copy of the 
Channel l OX anomaly map. A main block of 10 lines and a baseline (grid A) 
would develop about 35 line kilometres of data which would provide a reasonable 
test of the airborne anomalies in the most conductive area on the survey. Suggested 
lines are 400 metres apart or more. This wide spacing is intended to test the better 
anomalies as well as provide broad coverage. Part of the baseline should be 
surveyed to test for the northerly striking conductor 41. Conductors 9, 10, 15, 16, 
161, 17, 18, 20, 22, 24, 25, 27 and 41 are covered by this plan.

Two small separate grids of two lines each are recommended. The lines on 
block B to the east are designed to test anomaly 8 and possibly anomaly 7 at the 
boundary of the claims. Anomaly 8 however, may have been drilled previously. 
Holes close to this location appear on the map of previous drilling (BHP 
compilation drilling and magnetics). The anomaly shows as marking the north 
contact of the broad magnetic low which defines the main structure across the area. 
The two lines of grid C will test the best conductors on the west end of the major 
east-west structure, as it narrows toward the west.

The initial ground follow-up is recommended to be with a Max-Min 
horizontal loop EM system. The nature of the airborne responses leaves some doubt 
as to whether this system will detect these anomalies if their sources prove to be 
deep. On the other hand, it is possible that a 150 metre coil separation will be 
sufficient, but a 200 metre coil separation may be needed. Both 150 and 200 metre 
coil separations should be tested, preferably on the lines crossing anomalies 17, 20



and 24 (lines 28E and 32E, as identified on the map), where responses are weak 
to fairly good. Frequencies should test the high end (3555Hz), the middle (888Hz) 
as well as near the low end (222Hz). These frequencies may vary depending on 
whether a Max-Min II or a Max-Min I is used. Should these arrays and frequencies 
fail to identify the conductors in the test, then it will be necessary to bring in a 
larger system, either Crone IDEM or Geonics TDEM and run large loop surveys 
(DEEPEM style). Hopefully this will not be necessary, however the possibility of 
deep sources for the conductors makes it possible that larger scale ground EM 
systems will be necessary. It is however important to begin the test with the lower 
cost Max-Min system, as it may well be successful in identifying the conductors 
at a lower cost man with the larger systems.

NORTH FRENCH BLOCK

Anomalies on this block are generally broad and weak as on the Kesagami 
; block. If the Max-Min is successful there, Max-Min with the same style should be 

run on this block. A main grid A is set out on a version of the Channel 12X map. 
This grid has widely scattered lines run off two connected grid lines within the 
claim block. Anomalies l, 3, 4, 5, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28 and 29 would be tested by 
these lines. Anomaly 29 is just outside the claim block. The northwest oriented 
baseline permits survey lines to cross both the northwest striking conductors as well 
as the more northerly striking conductors. As with the Kesagami Block, if the Max- 
Min fails here, then the larger scale surveys will need to be run. The lines selected 
are designed to cross the better responses on the airborne survey. The lines set out 

l about 34 line kilometres of surveying on this grid.

l Two smaller grids are suggested outside the existing claim block. Four lines 
f on grid B test various aspects of these, the strongest anomalies on the survey 
K (conductors 13, 14, 16, 17, 18 and 20. As noted above, these conductors have

potential to have sulphide and possibly base metal sources, but they are in a
possibly restricted use area.

Two lines on grid C test fairly good conductors (8, 9,12 and 21) which have 
both northwesterly and northerly strikes.
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CHABBIE LAKE BLOCK

Anomaly l only warrants ground follow-up at the present time. The proposed 
grid for this coverage found on the total field magnetic map is appropriate for 
surveying this anomaly. Coverage should be with a Max-Min survey with a coil 
spacing of 150 metres. This could even employ a coil spacing of 100 metres, as it 
appears quite shallow, but it will be useful to look at this response with the wider 
separation to see if anything deeper is present.

CONCLUSIONS

In summary, it is expected that the Geotem EM anomalies on the Kesagami 
and North French blocks are from structural and possibly weakly mineralized 
(sulphides - pyrite) sources. The immediate economic potential for these anomalies 
in this setting is for gold deposits. One area on the North French block might hold 
potential for base metals, but it is not currently held by claims. Further, this area 
may have restricted access due to conservation limitations.

The good small conductor on the Chabbie Lake block suggests conductive 
sulphides as a possible source, with both base metals and gold as the economic 
target. This anomaly probably represents the easiest geophysical target among the 
anomalies presented.

J



ADDENDUM - NEXT RIVER ADDENDUM

A single anomaly left over from the earlier Nett River follow-up is included 
with this report. This anomaly identified at the east edge of the survey. This two 
line short strike response has good conductivity and good, although not extremely 
strong amplitudes. The single anomaly on line 213, coupled with the dual anomaly 
on line 214 suggests a single source body dipping to the northeast. Ground 
coverage with a Max-Min horizontal loop EM survey with a coil spacing of 150 
metres on the lines indicated on the 2VD magnetic map will adequately explain this 
response and provide drill targeting.

Laurie E. Reed 
Geophysical Consultant 
Sept 11, 2000
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TRATAGEX LTD.
Geophysical Consulting 

Mesmo x-a.ndi.vm Nov- 30/99

Tor Doa Robinson, Pres., EASTMAIN RESOURCES INC.

Re r Geophysical Evaluation, North Abitibi Extension, Ont.

Faroms Jerry Roth fit Heikki Limion

l . O

As requested, we have reviewed the airborne GEOTEM and aero 
magnetic data as well as other exploration data provided by 
Eastmain Resources for the Nett River, Kesagami and North 
French survey blocks located in a possible northern exten 
sion of the Abitibi greenstone belt in northern Ontario.

This survey (totalling 3770 kms) was flown by Geoterrex in 
1996 for BHP as part of a concerted but discontinued effort 
to locate polymetallic massive sulphides in these little- 
explored greenstone belts (see Fig.l). An additional three ,t 
survey blocks were also surveyed, but the data for these ; 
blocks were not included in this review. Flight lines were 
N30OE at 250m line spacing.

This re-evaluation entailed scrutiny of the multi-channel 
geophysical profiles (GEOTEM, magnetics and ancillary 
information), together with the previously compiled maps of 
contoured aeromagnetic data, calculated resistivity, and 
selected AEM anomalies, along with the Geoterrex report.

The survey blocks are characterized by pervasive overburden, 
known from limited prior drilling to locally attain over 70 
meters. Mapping of the very limited outcrop has identified 
volcanics and metasediments now metamorphosed to schists, 
which are considered comparable with typical Abitibi 
assemblages.

Based on the data provided and our extensive experience with 
airborne EM, it is our considered opinion that the airborne 
survey results are generally encouraging, in that a consid 
erable number of probable bedrock conductors are present, 
predominantly in the Nett River block.
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In particular, our interpretation and evaluation indicates 
that:

) The aeromagnetic and AEM data tend to support that 
the survey blocks encompass lithologies which likely 
constitute a more highly metamorphosed remnant of 
typical greenstone supracrustal rocks;

2) on the Nett River block, most identified AEM 
anomalies reflect reasonably well defined bedrock 
conductors (52 conductive zones); of these, 28 
conductors are assigned a high priority, while 22 are 
assigned an intermediate priority;

3) on the Kesagami and North French blocks, most of the 
AEM responses are weak (probably due in large part to 
thick conductive overburden); hence many of the 32 
identified conductive zones) are attributed to over 
burden sources, while the 17 better zones are judged 
to reflect only possible bedrock conductors; in view 
of the lower confidence, these better zones are 
assigned a low priority (9 on the Kesagami block and 
8 on the North French, respectively).

Ground geophysical follow-up of the priority conductive 
targets is judged warranted, assuming the sources have not 
been previously evaluated. Surveying with MaxMin horizontal 
loop EM (Tx-Rx spacings of 150m to 200m) may be satisfactory 
for delineating conductors on the Nett River block, but 
time-domain EM may be needed on the other blocks where thick 
conductive overburden is present. Ground magnetic surveys 
are an obvious complement to the EM surveys.

Any further exploration on these blocks would also benefit 
from a more detailed evaluation of the GEOTEM anomalies 
(particularly the weak responses); generating stacked 
profile maps of selected GEOTEM channels (together with the 
selected anomalies) would significantly assist such a more 
detailed appraisal, as well as any further reconsideration 
when new geologic information is obtained.
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Only limited prior exploration is reported to have been 
conducted in the project area as an extension of exploration 
of the Abitibi greenstone belt. This is principally 
confined to an INPUT AEM survey and limited follow-up, 
including very sparse drilling, carried out by Noranda.

More recently, BHP undertook a concerted exploration program 
to explore this entire sector for polymetallic sulphides. 
A detailed, low-level aeromagnetic survey was completed on 
a regional scale to better define probable remnants of 
supracrustal rocks. This was followed by a GEOTEM survey 
in 1996 over six areas selected largely on the basis of 
the detailed aeromagnetic data. BHP's efforts were 
substantially curtailed before a comprehensive program of 
follow-up and drilling could be undertaken.

Eastmain Resources subsequently acquired the BHP exploration 
database, and has sought to renew exploration efforts in 
this poorly known region, with an initial focus on priorit 
izing the various GEOTEM anomalies.

3.0 Discussion

3.1 General Comments S Methodology

The GEOTEM airborne time-domain EM system currently flown 
by Geoterrex represents an elaboration and significant 
improvement of the INPUT system originally developed by Tony 
Barringer in the mid 1960s. The principal improvements 
implemented by Geoterrex consist of:

1) increased S/N achieved by increasing the transmitter 
power and decreasing noise at the receiver;

2) a multiple coil receiver measuring the decaying second 
ary magnetic field in two orthogonal directions;

3) recording the decaying secondary magnetic field over 
more time windows or channels (16);

4) improved resolution via diminished filtering;

5) better rejection of power line noise;
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6) full digital data acquisition S processing; and

7) differential GPS navigation for much improved anomaly 
location.

The GEOTEM system has detected discrete conductive sulphide 
bodies to depths of 300m under reasonably favorable 
conditions, and detected large, persistent graphitic zones 
to depths approaching 500m under optimal conditions (e.g., 
Athabaska uranium district).

Hence the indicated detection by the GEOTEM survey of a 
considerably greater number of conductors than by the prior 
INPUT survey likely reflects the improvements to the AEM 
system.

The present evaluation focussed on line-by-line scrutiny of 
the multi-channel profiles plotted by Geoterrex (GEOTEM, 
magnetics and ancillary data), as well as the various plan 
maps (contoured magnetics, conductivity and time-constant, 
as well as selected AEM anomalies).

The GEOTEM data quality of the present survey, as indicated 
by the multi-channel profiles, is quite good throughout. In 
fact, in view of the low noise at late decay tiroes, 
replotting the profiles at an expanded scale for the late 
EM channels could well improve anomaly recognition.

Of the three survey areas reviewed in greater detail below 
(Nett River, Kesagami and North French), the majority of the 
identified bedrock conductive zones are located on the Nett 
River block, where overburden is indicated to be pervasive 
but not particularly conductive. Conversely, the weaker 
conductors identified in the Kesagami and North French 
block, where thicker overburden is indicated by both limited 
drilling data and GEOTEM conductivity maps, were at best 
considered only possible bedrock sources.

The aeromagnetic data for these survey blocks provides 
supporting evidence that these areas are underlain by 
supracrustal rocks similar to the main portion of the 
Abitibi greenstone belt. Each survey area contains a 
variety of weak to strong linear magnetic sources embedded 
in a slightly lower background (apart from obvious late 
diabase dikes). In turn, these terranes are surrounded by 
moderately magnetic lithologies attributed to older 
enclosing intermediate gneisses.
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More detailed comments for each area are found below, 
together; a tabulation of the specific conductive zones with 
comments is appended.

3.2 Nett River (Area 1)

The Nett River survey area exhibits a high density of 
conductive zones, with 52 interpreted to have a probable to 
definite bedrock source, as seen in the attached copies of 
Maps l and 2 and the appended tabulation. As conductors, 
most exhibit a reasonably long tine constant (or 
equivalently, a moderately high to high conductance). 
Hence, the distinction between "good" and "fair" bedrock 
conductors corresponds primarily to discerned narrow versus 
moderate conductor width.

Of the bedrock conductors, a considerable number comprise 
long trends, quite likely defining stratigraphic horizons. 
In turn, some long conductors are associated with strong, 
linear magnetic anomalies, probably reflecting iron 
formations. Other zones comprise multi-anomaly clusters 
near quasi-circular magnetic features or are defined as 
isolated, short sources. Such clusters or short conductors, 
which total 28, are considered of greater interest in terms 
of polymetallic massive sulphides, while the long conductive 
horizons would be primarily of interest in terms of strati- 
graphical ly or structurally controlled gold-sulphide 
mineralization.

3.3 Kesagami (Area 2)

The Kesagami survey block (Area 2) exhibits a fairly modest 
number of identified conductive zones (16), as seen on the 
attached maps (Sheets 3 and 4) and appended tabulation. 
Early time responses (and the computed conductivity map) 
define several wide bands of surficial conductivity trending 
transversely to the principal magnetic trends which 
presumably define stratigraphy.

Most of the identified conductive zones, while discrete, are 
weak and of low conductivity, with indications of 
significant width. Consequently, the better zones (9) are 
considered as only possible bedrock sources, with target 
priorities generally assigned as low. (The remainder are 
judged to be probable conductive overburden sources.)
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A considerable number of the weak anomalous responses yield 
surprisingly large source depths OlOOm), presumably due to 
thick glacial overburden. Replotting of the multichannel 
profiles and detailed analysis of the various GEOTEM 
anomalies would likely yield an improved characterization 
and assessment of these weak responses, with a clearer 
discrimination of bedrock versus overburden sources, and the 
likelihood of improving some of the assigned priorities.

3.3 North French (Area 3)

The North French survey block (Area 3), like the Kesagamai 
block, exhibits a fairly modest number of identified 
conductive zones (16), as seen on the attached map (Sheet 
5) and appended tabulation (zones 5A to 5P) . Early time 
responses (and the computed conductivity map) define several 
wide bands of surficial conductivity trending transverse to 
the principal magnetic trends which presumably define 
stratigraphy.

As in the Kesagami area, most of the identified conductive 
zones, while generally discrete, are weak and of low to 
moderate conductivity, with indications of significant 
width. Consequently, the better zones (8) are considered 
as only possible bedrock sources, with target priorities 
generally assigned as low. (The remainder are judged to be 
probable conductive overburden sources.)

As noted in the Kesagami area, a considerable number of the 
weak anomalous responses yield surprisingly large source 
depths OlOOm), presumably due to thick glacial overburden. 
Hence replotting of the multichannel profiles and detailed 
analysis of the various GEOTEM anomalies would likely yield 
an improved characterization and assessment of these weak 
responses, with a clearer discrimination of bedrock versus 
overburden sources.
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A. O Conclusions S* Recommendations

Based on evaluation of the GEOTEM profiles and compiled map 
data for the Nett River, Kesagami and North French survey 
blocks, we conclude that the airborne EM survey has provided 
an effective geophysical coverage of these under-explored 
areas for conductive sulphide targets.

The magnetic features delineated by the aeromagnetic data, 
together with the detected conductive features, tend to 
confirm that these blocks cover remnants of Abitibi- 
eguivalent metavolcanics and metasediments, embedded in an 
older gneissic terrane.

The GEOTEM results are most clearcut in the Nett River 
block, where overburden appears pervasive but of limited 
thickness. Here 52 probable to definite bedrock conductive 
zones are outlined; of these, 28 are rated as high priority 
and 22 as intermediate priority, based on typical conductor 
attributes for polymetallic massive sulphide deposits.

GEOTEM responses in the Kesagami and North French blocks are 
generally weaker and are apparently distorted by a consider 
able thickness of conductive glacial overburden; hence, the 
identified conductive zones (16 in Kesagami and 16 in North 
French) are not confidently ascribed to bedrock sources; the 
17 best zones are rated as only possible bedrock sources, 
and hence assigned a low priority rating.

While of lower priority for base metals, various long 
conductive zones (both strong and weak) could be of interest 
for stratigraphically or structurally controlled gold- 
sulphide deposits.

Further evaluation of the priority base metal targets is 
recommended, where no prior detailed exploration is known. 
An initial program of ground geophysical surveys should be 
carried out on limited cut-line grids to define the 
indicated conductor. MaxMin HLEM (150-200m coil spacing) 
together with magnetic coverage may suffice for Nett River. 
However, ground time-domain EM (such as fixed-loop Crone or 
Geonics instrumentation) may be needed, particularly in the 
Kesagami and North French blocks, where thick conductive 
overburden is fairly prevalent.
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Basal till sampling via reverse circulation drilling could 
prove a valuable approach in assessing the presence of gold 
as well as base metal mineralization in these possible 
remnants of Abitibi-age metavolcanics and metasediments, as 
well as establishing overburden depths.

It should be borne in mind that the present priorities and 
recommendations are of an interim nature. As part of any 
thorough exploration program of these blocks, replotting of 
the GEOTEM profiles is recommended, using expanded vertical 
scales to enable clearer definition and detailed appraisal 
of the weaker GEOTEM responses, particularly in the Kesagami 
and North French blocks. Computer modelling and/or 
inversion of the aeromagnetic data could help define 
overburden depths.

Finally, further reconsideration and re-evaluation of the 
GEOTEM and aeromagnetic data is encouraged as a better 
understanding of the geological and geochemical aspects of 
these areas emerges.

Respectfully submitted,

j *lr w l

Heikki Limion, B.A.Se, P.Eng f Jerry tfoth, M.i 

Senior Consulting Geophysicists
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APPENDIX A - LIST OF SELECTED CONDUCTORS

Individual conductive anomalies have been grouped into conductors and 
labeled. A short tabulation of anomaly characteristics and priorities for 
each conductor group follows.

The numbering includes all anomalies identified by Eastmain and continues 
the Eastmain numbering system.

A few comments on anomaly descriptions may help in deciphering the 
shorthand accompanying each anomaly. For example :

mag - means the anomaly group appears to originate
from a body containing magnetic material. This 
may not be important by itself, but is a good 
indicator of bedrock origin

short, long - means the selected group of anomalies appears 
to have a short or long strike length

cluster - means that conductive anomalies appear to
originate from a larger grouping of individual 
anomalies with no obvious strike direction

complex - means anomalies originate from a cluster
TAU - is shorthand for the time-decay measurement, 

an indicator of electrical conductivity
isolated - means anomaly is not part of a very large 

anomaly grouping

The Expl'n priority is a judgment distilled from two items. Firstly, it 
is a judgment of the probability that the anomaly does represent a massive 
sulphide or graphitic conductor in the bedrock. This is based on 
conductivity and broadness. A good TAU and narrow width are desirable. 
Secondly, it is a judgment that the anomaly is similar enough to the 
popular idea of a massive sulphide conductor, being of limited strike 
length (short or isolated).

NETT RIVER - AREA l

Most of the anomalies selected and grouped are expected to have a bedrock 
source. All have a good-f air time constant and a high conductivity-width, 
and most are narrow enough to represent discrete conductive sources 
although some do exhibit a greater width than ideal. In the Nett River 
Area, the exploration priorities range from high to medium to low.

Eastmain will have to weight the geophysical priority with geology, 
geochemistry and any other factors at hand.

The anomalies have been grouped into two



The conductor groups in the Nett River area on Sheet l are:

Cond'r 
Group

1A

IB

1C

ID

IE

IF

1G

1H

li

U

IK

1L

1M

IN

10

IP

1Q

IR

TAU

good

good

good

fair

good

good

good

good

good

poor

fair

good

fair

good

good

good

good

good

Width

narrow

broad

broad

narrow

narrow

narrow

narrow

broad

broad

broad

narrow

broad

broad

broad

broad

broad

Comments

cuts across magnetic trend

anomaly 124J very good

mag, short strike

short

definite, short

anomaly 145F good, short

long ? 108C is good

long ? 114G is good

short

long, edge of mag linear

long, edge of mag linear

very long, edge of mag linear,

connects to IN, 10 ?

connects to 1M, 10 ?

connects to 1M, IN ?

short

mag

long, 2 cdr?, continuous with 2H

Expl'n 
priority

hi

hi

hi

hi

hi

hi

med

med

med

lo

med

med

med

med

med

med

med

med

Appendix A Page 2



The conductor groups marked in the Nett R area on Sheet 2 are:

Cond' r 
Group

2A

2B

2C

2D

2E

2F

2G

2H

21

2J

2K

2L

2M

2N

20

2P

2Q

2R

2S

2T

2U

2V

2W

TAU

good

good

good

good

good

fair

fair

good

good

good

good

good

fair

good

good

good

good

good

good

good

good

good

good

Width

narrow

narrow

narrow

broad

broad

broad

broad

broad

narrow

broad

Comments

good bedrock target, short

at edge of mag hi, in cluster

short

good conductor in complex area

anomaly 196E is good in cluster

cluster, best are 206D, 207F

best is anomaly 175D

long, best at 168H, joins IR

separate from IR ? , short

separate from IR ? , short

mag, short

mag, short

wide

good responses in complex area

in complex conductive area

mag, in complex area

long, best on 163, 164, 168

in complex area

in complex area

in complex area

part of complex area

part of complex area

part of large anomaly cluster

Expl'n 
priority

hi

hi

hi

hi

hi

hi

hi

med

hi

hi

med

med

lo

hi

hi

med

med

med

hi

med

med

med

hi

}
. . . . continues
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Description of conductor groups from Nett R on Sheet 2 continues

2X

2Y

2Z

2AA.

2BB

2CC

2DD

2EE

2FF

2GG

2HH

good

good

good

good

good

fair

fair

good

good

good

good

broad

me d

part of large anomaly cluster

long, best on lines 184, 187

at edge of mag hi

anomaly cluster

anomaly cluster, best at 194A

sharp mag, limited length

possibly isolated anomaly

long

cluster of several conductors, mag?

possibly isolated, good at 213D

possibly isolated, good at 210B

hi

hi

med

hi

med

hi

hi

hi

hi

hi

hi

)
Appendix A Page 4



KESAGAMI. AREA 2

Most anomalies are interpreted to have an overburden or surficial source 
based on evidence of large anomaly widths and poor anomaly conductivities. 
Very few anomalies have measurable signal later than channel 12 (0.74 ms) 
which is an indication of very low conductivity-widths.

The conductor groups from Kesagami area on Sheet 3 are:

Cond'r 
Group

3A

3B

3C

3D

3E

3F

TAU

fair

poor

poor

fair

fair

poor

Width

broad

broad

med

broad

Comments

part of broad regional conductor

possible ground conductor with mag

real response, possible conductor

in area of broad regional cond'ty

Expl'n 
priority

lo

very lo

very lo

lo

lo

lo

The anomaly groups from Kesagami area on Sheet 4 are:

Cond'r 
Group

4A

4B

4C

4D

4E

4F

4G

4H

41

4J

TAU

poor

fair

fair

fair

poor

poor

poor

fair

fair

fair

Width

broad

broad

broad

broad

v. broad

broad

fair

Comments

possible ground conductor ^*| 
\\

long, possible, best at 3fAj^32Q^G^
weak

possible conductor

poor target

weak signal, mag

long, edge of conductive area,

Expl'n 
priority

very lo

very lo

tft
 4o

very lo

very lo

lo

very lo

lo

lo
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NORTH FRENCH - AREA 3

This area has a low density of selected EM anomalies. Most anomalies are 
interpreted to have an overburden or surficial source based on evidence of 
large anomaly widths and poor anomaly conductivities. Very few anomalies 
have measurable signal later than channel 12 (0.74 ms).

The anomaly groups from North French area on Sheet 5 are:

Cond'r 
Group

5A

5B

5C

5D

5E

5F

5G

5H

51

5J

5K

5L

5M

5N

50

5P

TAU

poor

fair

fair

fair

fair

fair

fair

fair

fair

fair

fair

fair

fair

fair

fair

Width

broad

v broad

broad

broad

v. broad

v. broad

broad

broad

broad

medium

v. broad

broad

Comments

isolated (350D)

cluster, overburden ?

possible ground conductor

long anomaly, possible conductor

long trend, best at 380E

-

possible conductor

possible conductor

possible conductors at 357F, 358F

possible conductor

weak EM

possible conductor

Expl'n 
priority

very lo

very lo

very lo

lo

lo

lo

very lo

very lo

very lo

lo

lo

lo

lo

very lo

very lo

lo
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ONTARIO MINISTRY OF NORTHERN DEVELOPMENT AND MINES

Work Report Summary

Transaction No: W0160.30136 Status: APPROVED 

Recording Date: 2001 -MAY-1 8 Work Done from: 1999-JUL-30 

Approval Date: 2001-JUL-24 to: 2001 -MAY-1 5

Client(s): 

300914 EASTMAIN RESOURCES INC.

Survey Type(s):

DATA EM LG MAG

Work Report Details:

Claim*

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

1225959

1225960

1225961

1225962

1225963

1226155

1226156

1226157

1226158

1226159

1226160

1226161

1226162

1226163

1226164

1226177

1226178

Perform

34,905

312,878

51,757

311,736

S3.875

S2.268

31,519

33,648

36,735

34,315

34,064

33,072

38,208

35,360

32,624

315,541

34,337

596,842

External Credits:

Perform 
Approve

34,905

312,878

51,757

511,736

53,875

52,268

31,519

33,648

56,735

54,315

54,064

53,072

58,208

55,360

52,624

315,541

54,337

596,842

30

Applied

36,400

56,400

36,400

36,400

56,400

50

50

56,400

56,400

36,400

36,400

56,400

56,400

56,400

56,400

56,400

56,400

396,000

Applied 
Approve

56,400

56,400

56,400

56,400

56,400

50

50

56,400

56,400

36,400

36,400

36,400

36,400

36,400

36,400

36,400

36,400

596,000

Assign

50

56,478

50

55,336

50

52,268

51,519

50

543

50

SO

SO

S1 ,808

SO

SO

58,591

50

526,043

Assign 
Approve

0

6,478

0

5,336

0

2,268

1,519

0

43

0

0

0

1,808

0

0

8,591

0

526,043

Reserve

so
so
so
so
so
so
so
so

5292

so
so
50

50

30

30
3550

30

5842

Reserve 
Approve

so
so
so
so
so
so
so
so

5292

30
30

50

50
30
50

5550

50

3842

Due Date
2002-MAY-18

2002-MAY-18

2002-MAY-18

2002-MAY-18

2002-MAY-18

2001-MAY-18

2001-MAY-18

2002-MAY-18

2002-MAY-18

2002-MAY-18

2002-MAY-18

2002-MAY-18

2002-MAY-18

2002-MAY-18

2002-MAY-18

2002-MAY-18

2002-MAY-18

Reserve:
3842 Reserve of Work

3842 Total Remaining

Report*: W01 60.301 36

Status of claim is based on information currently on record.

42H16SW2001 2.21432 LITTLE KESAGAMI LAKE 900

2001-Aug-15 09:31 Armstrong-d Page 1 of 1



Ministry of
Northern Development
and Mines

Date:2001-AUG-13

Ministere du 
Developpement du Nord 
et des Mines Ontario

GEOSCIENCE ASSESSMENT OFFICE 
933 RAMSEY LAKE ROAD, 6th FLOOR 
SUDBURY, ONTARIO 
P3E6B5

EASTMAIN RESOURCES INC.
EXPLORATION OFFICE.ATTENTION: CATHY
BUTELLAOR DON ROBINSON
RR#1
ORANGEVILLE, ONTARIO
L9W 2Y8 CANADA

Dear Sir or Madam

Tel: (888) 415-9845 
Fax:(877)670-1555

Submission Number: 2.21432 
Transaction Number(s): W0160.30136

Subject: Approval of Assessment Work

We have approved your Assessment Work Submission with the above noted Transaction Number(s). The attached 
Work Report Summary indicates the results of the approval.

At the discretion of the Ministry, the assessment work performed on the mining lands noted in this work 
report may be subject to inspection and/or investigation at any time.

If you have any question regarding this correspondence, please contact LUCILLE JEROME by email at 
lucille.jerome@ndm.gov.on.ca or by phone at (705) 670-5858.

Yours Sincerely,

Ron Gashinski
Supervisor, Geoscience Assessment Office

Cc: Resident Geologist

Catherine Irene Butella 
(Agent)
Eastmain Resources Inc. 
(Assessment Office)

Assessment File Library

Eastmain Resources Inc. 
(Claim Holder)

Visit our website at http://www.gov.on.ca/MNDM/LANDS/mlsmnpge.htm Page: 1 Correspondence 10:16229
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Interpretation Legend

magnetic/hthologic contacts (probable/possible) 

______. diabase dykes (probable/possible)

faults (probable/possible) 

c? possible cultural source

Possible Lithologies (drawn from ODM map 2161). The colour intensities 

correspond to the relative magnetic intensities.

intermediate to mafic metavolcantcs

felsic to intermediate metavolcanics 

dykes)

kapuskasing granuhtes

iron formations 

diabase dykes
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Eastmam Resources Inc.

Eastmam Resources Inc. 
Quaterra Resources Inc.
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North French Property
Interpreted Geology
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58051
57962
57937
57919
57905
57891
57879
57866
57856
57846
57838
57830
57821
57812
57802
57790
57780
57767
57751
57735
57718
57700
57683
57664
57649
57637
57626
57608

57000 subtracted 
from all readings

^^**^ Conductor Axis, Defined 
— •—** Conductor Axis, Interpreted

LITTLE KESAGAMI 230

Instruments: GEM Systems GSM-19 Magnetometer Serial #58479 

Scintrex EDA Omni IV Base Station Serial #228225 

Apex Maxmin l - Serial #5309 - 250 meter coil spacing
100

Scale 1:5000
100 200 300

metres

Eastmain Resources Inc.
Eastmain Resources Inc. S Quaterra Resources Inc.

Joint Venture 
North French Property - Grids F15-16-17

Ground Geophysical Surveys
Total Field Magnetics

Contours

Date Processing and Interpretation by:
Meegwich Consultants Inc.

Scale 1:5000

April 2001
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In-Phase 
Quadrature

•"2S?6
Profile Scale: 1 cm = 10"Xo

Conductor Axis, D*tyjed './^ ^ '/. 
Conductor Axis, Inlfti^reted
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Instruments: GEM Systems OSM-19 Magnetometer Serial #58479 

ScintrexEDA Omni IV Base Station Serial #328235 

Apex Maxmln l - Seriul #5309 - 250 meter coll spacing
100

Scale 1:5000
O 100 200 300

metres

Eastmain Resources Inc.
Eastmain Resources Inc. A Quaterra Resources Inc.

Joint Venture 
North French Property - Grids F15-16-17

Ground Geophysical Surveys 
HLEM Survey - 250 meter coil spacing 

220 Hz. - Profiles of the In-Phase and Quadrature
Data Processing and Interpretation by: 
Meegwlch Consultants Inc.

Scale 1:5000

April 2001
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In-Phase 

Quadrature

Profile Scale: 1 cm i 10Vo

Conductor Axis, Defined 
Conductor Axis, Interpreted

42H16SM2001 2-21432

f. '

Instruments: GEM Systems OSM-19 Magnetometer Stria! #38479 
SclntrexEDA Omni IV Beat Station Serial #228225 

Apex M*xmln l - Serial #5309 - 290 meter coll spacing
100

cs^

Scale 1:5000
O 100 200 300

metres

Eastmain Resources Inc.
Eastmain Resources Inc. A Quaterra Resources Inc.

Joint Venture 
North French Property - Grids F15-16-17

Ground Geophysical Surveys 
HLEM Survey - 250 meter coil spacing 

440 Hz. - Profiles of the In-Phase and Quadrature
Date Processing and Interpretation by: 
Meegwich Consultants Inc.

Scale 1:5000

April 2001
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Quadrature

Profile Scale: 1 cm - 200Xo

Conductor Axis, Defined 
Conductor Axis, Interpreted
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Instruments: SEM Systems GSM-19 MtgywtonwMr Strial #56479 
Scintrex EDA Omni IV Base Station Serf*/ #228325 

Apex Mtoemln l - Serial #5309 - 2SO motor coll spacing
100

Scale 1:5000
100 200 300

metres

Eastmain Resources Inc.
Eastmain Resources Inc. ft Quaterra Resources Inc.

Joint Venture 
North French Property - Grids F15-16-17

Ground Geophysical Surveys 
HLEM Survey - 250 meter coil spacing 

1760 Hz. - Profiles of the In-Phase and Quadrature

Data Procoaslng and Interpretation by: 
Meogwlch Consultants Inc.

Scale 1:6000
April 2001
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59426- ——
58988 ' —-— 
58685 - 
58552 - 
58450 - 

58352 ' - 

58250 j- 
58169 j- 
58100 U 
58044 ' 

57992 
57956 
57927 
57894 
57866 
57848 
57831 
57809 
57779 
57742 |——— 
57696 l——— 
57652 ——— 
57619 —— 
57583 --- 
57551 :——— 

57523 U-r- 
57474 ---- 
57382 -—-

(Astronomic)

57000 subtracted 
from all readings

1226155-
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1226156

42H16SW2001 2.21432 LITTLE KESAGAMI

Instruments: GEM Systems GSM-19 Magnetometer Serial #56479 

Scintrex EDA Omni IV Base Station Serial #228225 

Apex Maxmin l - Serial #5309 - 250 meter coil spacing

50
Scale 1:5000

50 100 150 200
Mi

metres

250 300 350

Eastmain Resources Inc.
Eastmain Resources Inc. A Quaterra Resources Inc.

Joint Venture 
North French Property - Grid F-38

Ground Geophysical Surveys 
Total Field Magnetics 

Contours

Data Processing and Interpretation by: 
Meegwich Consultants Inc.

Scale 1:5000

April 2001
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Profile Scale: 1 cm * 10*A

42H16SM2001 2.21432 LITTLE KXSJUUMI 280

Instruments: Of M System* QSH-19 Mtgnttometer Serin HS84T9 
SdntrexEDA Omni IV Ban Station Serb! #128225 
Apex Maxmln l - Serial #9309 - 250 motor call spacing

Conductor Axis, Defined 
---—" Conductor Axis, Interpreted

50 100 150 200 250 300 350

nwtrts

i Eastmain Resources Inc.
Eastlnaln Resources Inc. A Quaterra Resources Inc. 

j Joint Venture 
! North French Property - Grid F-38
i Ground Geophysical Surveys 
! HLEM Survey - 250 meter coil spacing
&20 Hz, - Profiles of the In-Phase and Quadrature

Da&froceJelng md Interpretation by: 
Meetjtyich\Consultants Inc,

Scale 1:5000
April 2001

NTS42H/9
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Instruments: GEM Systems GSM-19 Magnetometer Serial #58479 

ScintrexEDA Omni IV Base Station Serial #228225 

Apex Maxmin l - Serial #5309 - 250 meter coil spacing
f 90 _100 150 200 250 300 350
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In-Phase 

Quadrature

1226156

Profile Scale: 1 cm s 100A

Conductor Axis, Defined 
M- Conductor Axis, Interpreted

Eastmain Resources Inc.
East nain Resources Inc. b Quaterra Resources Inc.

Joint Venture 
North French Property - Grid F-38

Ground Geophysical Surveys 
HLEM Survey - 250 meter coil spacing 

Hz. - Profiles of the In-Phase and Quadrature
Datsr^rocesWng and interpretation by. 
Meegyich*Consultants Inc.

Scale 1:5000

April 2001
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Instruments: GEM Systems GSftM9 Magnetometer Serial #58479 

Sclmrex EDA Omni IV SMV Stttlon Serial #22822! 

Apex Maxmln l - Serial #5309 - 250 meter coll spacing

Profile Scale: 1 cm - 20V,

Conductor Axis, Defined 
Conductor Axis, Interpreted

Scale 1:5000
50 100 150 200 250 300 350

E-!3ii 
metres

Meeglf/c/)

Eastmain Resources Inc.
East nain Resources Inc. ft Quaterra Resources Inc.

Joint Venture 
North French Property - Grid F-38

Ground Geophysical Surveys 
HLEM Survey - 250 meter coil spacing 

1760 Hz. - Profiles of the In-Phase and Quadrature
Dat&proces ting md Interpretation by:

Consultants Inc.
Scale 1:6000
April 2001
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58269
58126
58049
58017
58000 -———

57984
57975
57965
57955
57946
57936
57925
57912
57901
57891
57881
57872
57865
57858
57851
57844
57838
57831
57821
57807
57795
57779
57762

57000 subtracted 
from all readings

(Astronomic)
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Instruments: GEM Systems GSM-19 Magnetometer Serial #58479 

Scintrex EDA Omni IV Base Station Serial #228225 

Apex Maxmin l - Serial #5309 - 250 meter coil spacing

42H16SW2001 2.21432 LITTLE KESAGAMI LAKE 310

100

Scale 1:5000
ipo

~IBI 
metres

200 300

Eastmain Resources Inc.
Eastmain Resources Inc. ft Quaterra Resources Inc.

Joint Venture 
North French Property - F43-44-45

Ground Geophysical Surveys 
Total Field Magnetics 

Contours

Data Processing and Interpretation by: 
Meegwich Consultants Inc.

Scale 1:5000

April 2001
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Instruments: GEM Systems GSM-19 Magnetometer Serial #58479 

Scintrex EDA Omni IV Base Station Serial #228225 

Apex Maxmln l - Serial #5309 - 250 meter coll spacing

if
58060
57997
57969
57952
57939
57929
57917
57907
57898
57887
57876
57864
57854
57843
57832
57823
57816
57809
57801
57794
57787
57778
57770
57758
57746
57732
57715
57692

N

(Astronomic)

57000 subtracted 
from all readings

21432

Conductor Axis, Defined 
Conductor Axis, Interpreted

100
Scale 1 :5000

100 200 300

metres

Eastmain Resources Inc.
Eastmain Resources Inc. o\ Quaterra Resources Inc.

Joint Venture 
North French Property - Grid F42 ; 48

Ground Geophysical Surveys
Total Field Magnetics

Contours

Data Processing and Interpretation by: 
Meegwich Consultants Inc.

Scale 1:5000

April 2001
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Instruments: GEM Systems QSM-1S Magnetometer Serial 106479 

Sdntnx EM Omni W Bias Station Strlil #228225 

ApexHaxmtn l - Serial #8309 ~ ISO mater coll spicing

N

(Aatronomk)

IAKB 33Q

100
Scale 1:5000

100 200
!^^ 

metres

300

In-Phas* 

Quadrature

Profile Scale: 1 cm ^ 10*

Conductor Axis, Dtflnwl 
——** Conductor Axis, Interpreted

COP*

Eastmain Resources Inc.
Eastmain Resources Inc. fc Quaterra Resources Inc.

Joint Venture 
North French Property - Grid F42 1 48

Ground Geophysical Surveys
HLEM Survey - 250 meter coll spacing 

220 Hz. - Profiles of the In-Phase and Quadrature
Data Processing and Interpretation by: 
Meegwich Consultants Inc.

Scale 1:6000

April 2001
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Instruments: GEM Syatvna GSM-19 Magnetometer Serial #08479 

SdntnxEOA OmnllVBtae Stttlon Serial #228229 

Apex Moxinln l - Serial #5309 - 250 meter coil spacing

N

100
Scale 1:5000

O 100 200 300

In-PtlM* 

Quadrature

Profile Scale: 1 cm

y j 
f***

Conductor Axis, Defined 
MM* Conductor Axis, Interpreted

Eastmain Resources Inc.
Eastmain Resources Inc. ft Quaterra Resources Inc.

Joint Ventur* 
North French Property - Grid F42 1 48

Ground Geophysical Surveys 
HLEM Survey - 280 rotter coH spacing 

440 Hz. - Profiles of the In-Phase and Quadrature
Data Processing and Interpretation lay: 
Meegwlch Consultants Inc.

Scale 1:5000

April 2001
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Instruments: GEM Systems GSM-19 Magnetometer Serial #58479 

Scintrex EDA Omni N Base Station Serial #228225 

Apex Maxmln l - Serial #5309 - 250 meter coll spacing

N

(Astronomic)

In-Phase 
Quadrature

Profile Scale: 1 cm s 20Vo

Conductor Axis, Defined 
—.—- Conductor Ax Is .Interpreted

aa

359

100
Scale 1:5000

100 200
'50^. 

metres

300

Eastmain Resources Inc.
Eastmain Resources Inc. A Quaterra Resources Inc.

Joint Venture 
North French Property - Grid F42 1 48

Ground Geophysical Surveys 
HLEM Survey - 250 meter coil spacing 

1760 Hz. - Profiles of the In-Phase and Quadrature
Data Processing and Interpretation by: 
Meegwlch Consultants Inc.

Scale 1:8000

April 2001
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80' 25'
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SO8 20'

548000E 550000E

550000E

'000

0.77
0.69

0.61

0.55
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0.45

0.41

0.37

0.33
0.30
0.26
0.23

0.19
0.17

0.14
0.11
0.08
0.05

0.02
-0.01
-0.04
-0.06
-0.09
-0.12

-0.15
-0.18
-0.21
-0.24

-0.27
-0.31
-0.34
-0.38
-0.42

-0.50
-0.56

-0,62
-0.70
-0.78
-0.93

1VD Mag nT/m

Scale 1:50000
O 1000 2000 3000

(metres)

NORTH FRENCH BLOCK 
1VD MAGNETICS

GEOTEM CONDUCTOR AXES LOCATED
Geotem Anomalies and Fight Lines 

Claim Block Outline
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950.8
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536.8
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Ch7X ppm tf*

Scale 1:50000
O 1000 2000 3000

Geotem Anomalies and Flight Lines
Claim Block Outline 

Ch 7 has assymmetry removed

Laurie E. Reed Geophysical Consultant


